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Which ones do ya want?
KC 33240 "The Further Adventures
of Larson E. Whipsnade
and Other Taradiddles"
KC 33241 "The Great Radio Feuds"
KC 33253 "Poppy"
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Only $4.69 apiece.
Postage free.
Send your check or money order to:

The original radio shows
fromW.C. Fields' private
collection of wire recordings.
A Fieldsian treasure.
Available on record for
the first time. No pro
ceeds from these sales
go to the dogs and
children of Philadelphia...
On Columbia Records 35l
and Tapes

King Karol Records
P.O. Box 629
Dept WC-1

Times Square Station
New York, N.Y.I 0036
Name

City
State
Zip
Sales lax (8% New York City Residents,
6% New York State)
Amount Enclosed ___________

Free mailing anywhere in the USA.
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OUTSTANDING BOOK BARGAINS
135388. THE FORBIDDEN EROTICA OF THOMAS
ROWLANDSON 1756-1827. Intro. by K. von Meier.
89 drawings, 70 in Full Color. Rowlandson's vital,
immense affirmation ot life is revealed in this
superb collection oi wenches, bawds, gamesters,
revelers, military men,, politicians and other pub
lic figures enjoying each other's physical attri
butes. For sale to Adults Over 21 Only.
Pub. at $22.50
Only $9,88

Pub, at 55,95 Only 12,98
139731. MASOCHISM:
An Interpretation of
Coldness and Cruelty.
By G. Deleuze. Conclu
sive and expiiclt study
of the subtle and com
plex question of maso
chism — sexual pleas
ure derived from pain,
suffering, and humilia
tion. Incl. the complete
and unexpurgated nov
el Venus m Furs by the
master of eroticism,
Leopold von SacherMasoch.
Pub. at $6.95 Only $2.98
515784. MORE JOY: A
Lovemaking Companion
lo THE JOY OF SEX.
>
Ed. by Alex Comfort;
|
M.B., Ph.D. 224 Illus.,
*
32 in Full Color, THE
JOY OF SEX showed
millions lhat the joy oi
sex-with-love has no
rules as long as there
is mutual pleasure. This
book, handsomely illus.
by the same fine artists,
shows you how lo get
even more joy and
J
pleasure from lovemak"~
ing. In addition to ad
vanced techniques, il explains how your body
talks and learns, how to achieve deeper rela
tionships with your lover, shows today's chang
ing mores and concepts of fidelity, what they
mean and how to adapt to them. Plus sections
on special needs, providing info for those with
psychological problems, sex in group experi
ences, the elderly, duration factors, recent heart
attack victims, the overweight, the pregnant, and
much more.
Only $12.95

14Z430. BLACK PLAYERS: The Secret World of
Black Pimps. Ey C. and R. Milner. A guide to the
fascinating, success-oriented, drug-laden, pro
miscuous world of the Black pimp and his stable.
Incl, glossary of the precise language of the pimp
and his women.
Pub. at $7.95
Only $1.98

135396. Peter Fendi: 40 EHOTIC AQUARELLES.
Intro. by K. Merken. 40 Full Color Illus. Collection
of the humorous, yet sensitive erotic art o( the
Vienna Court portrait artist which was carefully
hidden by a distinguished collector until the
publication of this exquisite volume. 9" x 12", For
Sale to Adults Over 21 Only.
Pub. at $14.95
Only $7.88

1237S9. THE GENTLE
MAN'S ALPHABET
BOOK. By H. Kornberg
6 D. Hall. X-rated al
phabet book ior those
not too young, an erot
ic fantasy from Aphrodi
siac, Bestiality, through
Zoophilio — with 26 hi
lariously explicit draw
ings and limericks to
match. HVs"x8 3A". For
sale to adults over 21
only.

144417. ADOLESCENT
SEXUALITY IN CON
TEMPORARY AMERICA:
Personal Values and
Sexual Behavior Ages
Thirteen to Nineteen. By
R. C, Sorensen. Hun
dreds of statistical
tables. For the first time
in America, a thorough,
detailed study of the
mysterious world of ad
olescent sexuality, incl,
sexual roles, masturba
tion, significance of first
sexual intercourse, birth
control, adolescent ho
mosexuality, attitudes,
parental relationships,
marijuana, much more.
Pub, at $20.00
Only $1.98

12193X. PAULINE'S: Memoirs of the Madam on
Clay Street. By Pauline Tabor 30 illus. The orig
inal, uncensored, bestseller account of the bawdy
house operator whose plush bordellos flourished
in Bowling Green, Louisville, and Indiana. Frank
ly tells of her four decades as a "merchandiser
of sex." Full ol ribald humor. 8 3A" x ll'A".
Pub. at $9.95
Only 51.98
006723. THE PHOTOGRAPHIC MANUAL OF SEX
UAL INTERCOURSE. Intro. by Dr, Albert Ellis. By
L. R. O'Conner, A major breakthrough in sex ed
ucation! Unlocks the treasures ol sexual pleasure
with aid ol over ISO actual photos in full color
and monochrome oi a married couple engaged in
sexual intercourse positions and extraordinary
detailed text. The most sophisticated, modern and
up-to-date marriage manual ever written. For
sale to adults over 21 only. Softbound.
Pub. at $12,98
Only £5.88
141337. THE GOLDEN BOOK OF LOVE: A Study
of Human Sexual Proiiciency. Ey Dr. Joseph
Weckerle. 630 Unrestricted Illus. 500 non-duplicat
ing coital postures, carefully detailed, numbered
and named emphasizing the fact that variety in
love-making assures harmony and happiness.
Pub at $15.00
Only $7.98

028794. PICTORIAL GUIDE TO SEXUAL INTER
COURSE in full color. Europe's most beautiful,
best-selling sex manual now available with over
200 full color, full page photos of a man and
woman engaged in a variety oi sexual inter
course positions, each shown in an individual
photo accompanied by sophisticated informative
text translated into English, For sale lo adults
over 21 only. Softbound.
Pub. at $12.98
Only $4.88

144352; THE PIN-UP: A MODEST HISTORY. By
Mark Gabor. Hundreds ol revealing photos, 53
full-color plales. Erotic and tantalizing look into
the fantasy world ol pin-ups, incl. homosexuality,
bondage, nudity, fetishes, girlie magazines, sex
goddesses and gods of the silver screen, lots
more.
Orig. Pub. at $20.00. New complete ed. Only £7.98
K01216. The French Picture Book ol Sexual Love:
L'AMOURi France's magnificent portrayal of the
varied positions of sexual love with 70 full pages,
lull-color graceful action photos of an extraordi
narily handsome couple specially posed in the
nude by one o! France's most imaginative pho
tographers, Piero Rinaldi, with poetic text by
Colin Wilson. For sale to adults over 21 only.
Only $5.88
13537X. THE KAMA SU
TRA. Photo illustrated,
42 Photos. Classic,
world-famous Eastern
guide to sexual lovemaking, fully illustrated
with lovely, sensitive,
full-page photos of a
beautiful young couple
demonstrating the many
positions described. For
sale to adults over 21
only. Pub, al $25.00
Only $9,98
105500. ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LOVE AND SEX.
With 265 vivid illus., 173 in lull color. Incredibly
comprehensive, pictorial guide lo every aspect ol
lovemaking: 66 explicit chapters on posliions for
loving, oral sex in love play, group sex, fetishes,
male and female orgasm, masturbation and lantasy, genital size, homosexuality, etc. 8 1/? x ll'/2.
For sale to adults over 21 only.

Only $10.95

127474, THE SEX BOOK: A Modern Pictorial En
cyclopedia. By M. Goldstein, M.D., & E. J.
Haeberle, Ph.D. 220 photos. Complete lexicon of
sexual activity with artistic but informative closeups of people in the nude performing sex acts of
every kind — foreplay, self-stimulation, inter
course, etc. — with explanations in today's lan?uage. For sale to adults over 21 only,
ub. at $9.95
Only $5.95

144387. EHOTIC ILLUSTRATIONS. Compiled by
G. Grimley. More than 240 samples,'many by dis
tinguished artists, covering 300 years, from the
17th centurv lo the present, depicting hetero- and
homosexual sex, sadomasochism, castration, me
nage a trois, and more, 8" x 10".
Orig. Pub. al $15.00. New Complete ed. Only $9.98

065444. KOKA SHASTRA: And Other Medieval
Writings On Love. Trans. with Intro. by Alex
Comfort. New translation of interest for its in
sights into a culture which accepted sexuality as
a part of the good life.
Pub. at £6.00
Only $1.98

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAYIi
111. THE BOOK WHERE DREAMS COME TRUE.
ROCK DREAMS: THE FANTASY-HI STORY OF
ROCK AND ROLL. Do you know that special feel
ing when music paints pictures in your head?
Well, noted artist Guy Peelaert has taken his
years of rock and roll fantasies, combined Ihem
with his lifelong love of the rock experience, and.
recreated a "special" history of rock and roll in
this amazing book, Rock Dreams THERE HAS
NEVER BEE"N A BOOK LIKE ROCK DREAMS.
Rock Dreams, an all-color, large formal (9" x 12")
glossy paperback, includes 116 original paint
ings, the result of three years' work by noted
Belgian artisl Guy Peelaert, and lealures a
painting-by-painting text by noted English rock
wriler, Nik Cohn.
Only $7.95
139901. SEXUAL INTIMACY. By A. Greeley. How
to radiate an aura ol sexual attractiveness so
that your wildest fantasies can be realized. Can
did advice for potential sexual partners to enjoy
playlulness and variety in any type of relationPub.'at $6.95

Only $1 93
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21ST CENTURY BOOKS, Dept. ML-175
635 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022
Please send m« Ihe book and record bargains
circled be-low. MINIMUM OHDKR $3,
On orders totalling $3 to $10, add 60p per title
for shipping charges.
On orders over $10, no charge lor shipping.
Add 80s per title for deliveries outside conti
nental U.S.
Enclosed find $——————————. Send check or
money order only. Payable to 21st Century
Books.
Sales Tax. For delivery in N.Y C., add 8%.
For delivery elsewhere in New York State,
add 6%.

142430
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Say, Moms and Dads,
June's just five months away!

Have you got your gift picked
for that graduating guy or gal?
Helbros wristwatch?
Vega Hatchback? Trip to Europe? Nonsense!!
Why blow all that hard-earned cash on the ungrateful little shitheads
when what they really want is
a crispy new copy of National Lampoon's 1964 High School Yearbook Parody!
It's a Special Edition— 150 pages of cfU new
material including a high school newspaper,
literary magazine, basketball program, and diploma.
All chock-full of fun, excitement, laughter, and rnirth. Plus you save a bundle!—(At $2.50,
NatLamp's Yearbook Parody costs 98 percent less than the cheapest electric typewriter!)
The National Lampoon 1964 High School Yearbook Parody
it's what they really deserve for graduation.
Have one gift-wrapped at your local newsstand or order directly from us:

fe-

Plus: School Newspaper, Literary Magazine, Basketball ?togtam.
Report Card. Diploma, Detention Slips, Fake ID, Coolie Catcher,
Cheater Slicks, Beaver Shots, Feel-Dps. Fake-Outs, Gross-Out*,
Chug-a-Lugs. Wheat Jeans. Pressed Ham, Hang-a-Louie.Gel Bent.

The Nalional Lampoon, Dept. NL175
635 Madison Avenue, New York, New York 10022
Please send me____copies of the National Lampoon 1964 High
School Yearbook Parody. Enclosed is my
Q Check
D Money Order
for $2.50 for each copy ordered.
Name.

(please prlnl)

Address.
City.

JState,

_Zip_
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Pop Hour Cor
MCA
Including;

AIITMeWayg/AnotherTirnsAroiiiid

High And Ory/Saaebiusli Serenade
Western Waterloo

I WALKER
£ COLLECTIBLES,

InciudesiUndBfgraiKl/Starlinef
I Got the Fire/The Dreamet

on Warner Bros.

MOTT

THE HOOPLE LIVE

on-United Artists

EDDIE
KENDRICKS

including:
AlIThoVounyDiiHos

on Columbia

on MCA

FROM HIS PERSONAL COLLECTION
W.C.FIELDS FESTIVAL

The Ozark
Mountain Daredevils

"THE FURTHER ADVENTURES
OFtARSONE.WHlPSNAI)E"

W.C.FIoldj, Edg.reoroei'iChnrlloMeCBrth,,
El.lko UpTlio B.ind.'Scu'uy Among THo taiai
flia In Thd Homo JL110 AiranpTha Bolivian*
Toloi Of MtohMl FlnnlfloroooAnil JuHnl

FOR YOU
on Columbia

on Motown

JOHN
DAWSON
WINTER

on Columbia

on Columbia
Trie Marshall Tucker Band
Where We AH Belong

hducteafms Ot'Ccwboy/ifeka the Midway
How Can I Slow Down/Ran**<i'

on A&M

on Capricorn

ISC records
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on A&M

Jerry Goodman
& Jan Hammer
Like Children

on Atlantic

FROM THE COUNTRY THAT BROUGHT YOU
THE ROMAN EMPIRE, SPAGHETTI,
AND GINA LOLLOBRIGIDA
y//x p
NOW... REM.
//// ]
.
Premiata
' Ufj /
.
.
• \
Forneria Marconi is more than just a bakery in
>
Milan, Italy. P.EM, is five great musicians. After
conquering capacity crowds in the crown cities
of Europe, P.F.M. now invades America with
their third album-REM.COOK-recorded
,-.
live in the United States and Canada. REM.
Jl
is rock. REM. is strings. P.EM, is hard.
REM. is so damn great we wish you could I i
tear this page out and play it!
• \
*9 te Tear it from the rack at your

MA6-50.2S1

COPYRIGHT 1974 MANT1CORR Rl-CORDS

DISTRIHUTED BY MOTOWN RECORD CORPORATION
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"You've got the muscle, big man, you've got the power
But you're get tin weaker with each passing hour
Just like a flame in the rain like lights in the night
Well, if it's you that must stay, well, then it's you that must fight!'
lyric from GREAT BIG MAN by Don McLearr

Don McLean's new album,
"Homeless Brother"
Produced by Joel Dorn

on United Artists Records & Tapes

in
?f

&=

*©1974 Unarl Music Corporalion/Yahweh
Tunes, Inc. All rights reserved.
Used by permission.
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NIXON STILL IN CRITICAL CONDITIONAS HEALTH IMPROVES:
DOCTORS SAY PROGNOSIS IS EXCELLENT. FEAR WORST;
FORMER PRESIDENT IS GETTING BETTER. MAY DIE;
NOW RESTING COMFORTABLY ON DEATHBED AFTER FAILURE
OF SUCCESSFUL OPERATION
WHAT TW£ PUCK. CUT TH£ 60PPAMN TWINS Off.

IP IT woRKee POR reppy, it'uu WOKK POC we.
ANP S6NP POR PAT. SHe'5 60INS TO
UP WKW A TIT TOTIPe US

LATEST MEDICAL REPORT
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continued

continued

In a number of public statements
during the final weeks of the cam
paign, President Ford urged voters to
elect Republicans on the grounds that
a heavily Democratic Congress would
be a threat to world peace. Presum
ably, his comments were motivated
by fears that a veto-proof House and
Senate might get around to reclaim
ing their constitutional power to wage
war, and that there would then be
three hundred-odd Democratic fin
gers on the nuclear trigger. Somehow,
though, the prospect of Congress,
rather than a President, deciding tricentilaterally when and with whom
to go to war seems more of a con
tribution to world peace than a threat
to it. It is hard to wage a secret
bombing campaign when 535 people,
and presumably their wives, friends,
and favorite reporters, know about
it; sudden interventions into foreign
lands are rendered considerably less
effective, and hence less likely, when
the element of surprise is diminished
by a couple of months of noisy de
bate; and although the state of repair
of the mental equipment of many
Congressmen is a fit subject for na
tional concern, it seems at least sta
tistically improbable that two-thirds
of the Congress would go funny in
the head simultaneously and do
strange and disturbing things like
having the movie Patton shown re
peatedly in the Capitol, constantly
referring to themselves as Cocommanders in Chief, calling nuclear
alerts at odd times, or bombing coun
tries to gain peace.
One possible and eminently sensible
resolution of the continuing contro
versy over the ultimate disposition
of the tapes and other documents
generated during Nixon's years at
the White House would be to obtain
his consent to a public auction of all
the items, with the proceeds to go to
Mr. Nixon. It certainly seems that
such a sale would generate a sum of
money that would dwarf the $2 mil
lion book deal he recently inked with
Warner Paperback Library. When
you consider the value of, for example,
a tape in which the President of the
United States calls the Prime Min
ister of Canada an asshole, or au
thorizes hush money payments, it is
easy to imagine a final price some
where in the $10 million range. There
is a legal principle that criminals
should not be permitted to benefit
from their crimes, but President
Ford's pardon neatly disposes of that
impediment, and it is pleasant to
consider the turmoil in Mr. Nixon's
mind as he sat down to weigh his
role in history against the prospect
10 NATIONAL, LAMPOON

of enough mazuma to keep him in proposed a "last resort option" in
gazebos for the rest of his life.
which Mr. Nixon would "fire his leg,"
which he is clearly entitled to do,
In the current atmosphere of cyni since it is part and parcel of the Excism surrounding Mr. Nixon's con jecutive Branch, by having it ampuvenient illness, it is now considered 'tated below the knee, causing an
likely somewhere along the line that eighteen-and-a-half-inch gap in the
Judge Sirica will appoint doctors to former President that would make
examine Mr. Nixon on behalf of the any kind of examination of the orig
court to determine if he is well inal condition impossible. Under a
enough to honor a subpoena to testify variation of this strategy the am
at the Watergate conspiracy trial. putated leg would be sent to "testify,"
According to sources in the ex-Pres a move which Mr. Nixon's counsel
ident's entourage, a legal strategy believes Would be "a significant and
aimed at frustrating any attempt to unprecedented exception to the long
make Mr. Nixon appear is therefore history of Presidential privilege—
being prepared. Among other things,- one as dramatic as his publication of
lawyers for the former President are the White House tapes." The lawyer
said to be considering invoking "or stressed that Mr. Nixon would under
thopedic privilege" to protect "the no circumstances permit more than
confidentiality of the President and a portion of his body to appear, and
any and all appendages" and arguing only would do so because of his "sin
that there are national security con cere desire to cooperate in spite of
siderations since the leg was present his principled objections to this seri
during sensitive high-level policy- ous assault on the long-established
making sessions and might, through tradition of executive independence."
an inadvertent twitch or series of
stomps or taps caused by its sorry In the latest in a series of promotions
state, give away important defense in the Nixon and Ford administra
secrets. Further, they are said to in tions which have brought him from
tend to insist that the clota, some of colonel to four-star general in less
which remain in the President's than six years, General Alexander
body, ought not to be examined with Haig, former White House Chief of
out separate subpoenas—which they Staff, is in the process of taking over
would oppose as a "fishing expedi as Commanding General of NATO,
tion in the President's circulatory neatly capping a career marked by a
system"—because, like the tapes and rise in rank which in terms of its
documents, they have been returned rapidity and the numerous doubts
to Mr. Nixon's control under the surrounding it compares favorably
now-disputed agreement with Pres with the Resurrection. Although he
ident Ford, and represent "highly will not officially assume command
personal internal memos" from one until December 15, General Haig,
part of Mr. Nixon's body to another, whose only combat experience was a
and as such are "as private a matter brief stint in Vietnam as a brigade
as any form of communication within commander and the Saturday Night
the Presidency can be." They will Massacre, has already begun plan
also claim that the Ford pardon, be ning major changes in NATO mili
ing "full, free, and absolute," clearly tary planning. He is said to intend
covers Mr. Nixon's leg, particularly to put considerable emphasis on de
since the original condition began veloping an elite staff of headquar
while he was still in office, the period ters personnel capable of responding
which the pardon affects. Yet another to aggressive Soviet actions with a
solution suggested by Mr. Nixon's barrage of stern memos and of pro
attorneys would have him submit ducing a detailed talking paper on
edited X-rays, electrocardiograms, any Russian moves within twelve
and other bodily function records to hours. As he confided to one aide,
the court in lieu of permitting an ac "We know who is on the enemies list
tual examination with the intent of in Europe," and he is thought to be
seeking a sort of plea-bargain ar ready to implement a massive effort
rangement for the leg if Judge Sirica at disruption and sabotage in the
holds Mr. Nixon in contempt, an ar Warsaw Pact, the first aspect of
rangement which would probably in which is likely to be a flurry of forged
volve a "no contest" agreement by letters from Russian generals mak
the ex-President to have the leg, ing ethnic slurs on Latvians, Poles,
rather than himself, held in contempt and Czechs. He is also known to feel
and put in some sort of restraining strongly that Rudolf Hess, the Nazi
device, perhaps supervised traction, war criminal who has been impris
for the duration of the contempt sen oned in Spandau Prison since the
tence. One of the lawyers participat war, has "suffered enough," and will
ing in the discussions also reportedly press the Russians to release him D
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STRAIGHT

TALK
My Fellow Americans,
Before we get down to the meatand-potatoes issues confronting us all,
like famine and beef prices, I would
like to take this opportunity to tell

you I am fully aware that many Pres
idents before me have called you
"fellow Americans," even though
many of us aren't fellows at all.
Many of us, for example, are women.
Take my wife, Betty. Now, I suppose
that a lot of you fellow Americans
and women out there thought I was
about to make a joke about my wife!
Or what's left of her. But I, as your
President, won't do that. Frankly,
there are some things that simply
aren't funny. Take starvation and
war. Please.
But seriously, I am reminded of a
story concerning an Arab and a Jew
in a railway carriage. It seems the
Arab turned to the Jewish fella and
said, "I see where you people are in
a lot of trouble because money's so
tight." Where upon an Irish wag in
the back struggled to his feet and
answered, "I don't know about
money, but as sure as the Pope's a
guinea-wop, I am!"
Thank you. Now the point I'd like
to draw out is that inflation cannot
be fought by people just holing up
with a bottle and having a good time.
Far from it. As I told Betty over my
waffles and Swiss steak this morning,
"The problem is we don't keep
abreast of the shortages. If Congres
sional elections have made it a lop
sided body given to abnormal growth,

should I just sit here in my office and
play with this little executive pocket
calculator here? Any boob could do
that. You know, become a titular
head."
Many other problems have come
across my desk in recent weeks, in
cluding unemployment, surtaxes, my
secretary, and a number of sandwich
order mix-ups, but the one that's
really got your President stumped
(this is not a joke) is the Middle
East thing. Until Hank told me in
the steam room, I thought the Middle
East was somewhere between Penn
sylvania and Massachusetts. Hank
himself is admittedly a little down on
the Arabs—apparently King Faisal
slipped a sheep's eye in his bagel
and cream cheese at some Bedouin
barbecue to celebrate the H-bombs
he delivered but now we have to take
back because Hank opened one of the
crates and

The kind of letters a President
such as myself would like to receive
are ones such as this: Dear Mr. Pres
ident: You say you want to reduce
inflation. I have a simple solution.
I'm going to open my oil wells to the
public for free and tell my guards not
to kill anybody who wants some but
doesn't have any money. Then I'm
going-to forego any kind of tax dodge
from oil depletion allowances to capcontinued

Shawn Phillips has anew album.Furthermore...it's his sixth. Furthermore...
it contains twelve songs that reflect his genuinely high spirit and uncommon
perspective. Furthermore...it was inspired by a poem written by his father.
Furthermore...it's one of Shawn's finest achievements.
Furthermore...ifs on A&M Records.
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continued

ital gains or any other childishly sim
ple method allowing me to pay less
tax than an amputee squirrel in fiscal
'74 plus I'm going to fire my bat
talions of friends and bloodsuckers
I've had cruising the Capitol for the
last forty years and cut off their
credit, not to mention balls. What's
more, I'm going to crawl from Hous
ton to Dallas on all fours to dram
atize self-sufficiency and subsist on
nothing but my own ears fried au
beurre noire for a period of two
weeks. Sincerely, J.P. Getty, Getty,
France.
Now, this is the sort of response a
President like me can relate to. As
soon as I get organized, I'm going to
mount a campaign against inflation
that will make W.W. II look like a
bubble bath. I'm going to get this in
flation by hook or crook. I'm going
to surround it. Isolate it. Bomb the
living bejesus out of it if necessary
until it looks like a leper's asshole,
storm its position with plague gren
ades, and cut off its arms and legs
and use 'em for doorstops. And whatever's left of it, we're going to take
back to camp and plug its testicles
into the nearest hydroelectric project
until we squeeze every last bit of
secret info from its stinking gullet.
Then we'll have the mess cook make
it into hash.

Now that's a war on inflation.
Heck, LBJ's "War on Poverty"
didn't even have parades.
Once we get these inflation-simps
and spending-dupes out of their jobs
and out of the country, we'll start
seeing some smooth water. In the
meantime, plant things, reuse bath
room tissue, and sit tight. Not like
our Irish friend, of course, just, you
know, quietly.
Any further questions? Has any
body seen The Texas Chainsaw Mas
sacre? I hear it's good for a PG.
One more thing before I go. Now
I know there are a lot of worrywarts
and political Henny-Penny's out
there who think I'm some kind of
chump for letting an untrustworthy
cobra like my good friend Nelson
Rockefeller into the White House,
much less the city. Recent findings
concerning certain "gifts" to certain
"friends" including "myself" ($675,000 in small unmarked bills at the
bus station) have cast the shadow of
Watergate on the Vice-Presidency.
Now I know that it may come as
somewhat of a shock for some of you
out there to learn about this totally
unsuspicious- sounding- if-you -knewthe-facts-but-you-won't-for-your-owngood loan. Which I don't have to pay
back. In money, I mean.
Well, I could deny it. I could say

WHO SAYS A CONDOM
HAS TO TAKE THE
FUN OUT OF LOVE?
If you've been turned off by condoms because you
think they take the joy out of sex, then it's time to
discover our gossamer-thin, supremely sensitive condoms that have been de
signed not only with protection in mind but with pleasure as well.
All nationally advertised brands including Trojans, Conture, NuForm, Fourex,
Profil plus 30 others are now available through the privacy of the mails from
Population Planning. To discover some of our remarkable condoms for your
self, order a $3 or $6 sampler pack today.
50,000 Satisfied Customers
Our fine products and rapid service have won the praise of customers all over
the country. For example, Craig Luoma of Tacoma, Washington writes: "Very
pleased with your sample pack. Am ordering more." M. L. R. of Cambridge,
Massachusetts adds: "I wish to commend you on your excellent, fast service.
Best mail order service I've known." And Gary L. Hess of Ithaca, New York,
comments: "It was the fastest I ever received anything. Thanks."
To order your sampler pack of these well-known condoms, simply use the
coupon below. All orders are shipped promptly in plain packages. Satisfaction
isguaranteed, or simply return the unused portion of your order for a full refund.
Population Planning, 105 North Columbia, Dept.Ni_zi:Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514
Population Planning, 105 North Columbia, Dept.NtzizChapel Hill, N.C. 27514
Please rush the following in a plain
package:
(please print)
IH Mini-Samplerof 12 assorted con
doms (4 different brands), plus
address
illustrated catalog, just $3.
D Deluxe Sampler of 22 assorted
brands),
different
condoms (8
state
city
plus illustrated catalog, just $6.
I
————————
D Super 100—A fantastic selec
tion! 100 condoms, 28 brands, zip
$30 value, only $20.
I enclose payment in full under your i
'
D Illustrated catalog only, just 25C. money-back guarantee.
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that the forthcoming three-part fea
ture by Woodward and Bernstein of
the Washington Post is a pack of lies.
But I won't. That would be a lie, too.
And that's something we've all had
a bit too much of around here lately.
Lies and fibs. Now this is not to say
that a President may not be put in a
position where the fate of the country
might depend on a fib or two at the
right time—for example, if Hank and
Me! Laird decided to call a missile
strike on, say, Moscow sometime soon
and just told me about it a minute
before Khruschev calls up on the hot
line, what would your President do?
Would I say, "Hello, Nikita, what's
new?" Or would I say, "Hey, Nikita,
listen, don't get me wrong, but if I
were you I'd catch the next troika out
of that burg pronto."
A very good question, and, again
frankly, one that can be answered
only by maintaining a vigilant eye
on the ball between my legs where,
like it or not, it is.
Well, that about does it. To review
quickly: starvation, war, inflation, re
cession, Swiss steak, titular head, un
employment, bagel and cream cheese,
The Texas Chainsaw Massacre
(somebody write if it's good), lies,
and fibs. All of these questions must
be dealt with in the present year and,
God willing, will be one way or the
other. On that point you may have
confidence.
Once again, thank you all for your
time—I've got to hop aboard Air
Force One again for a meeting with
some Eskimo Scout Troop in Nome.
Hank set it up for me so Nancy's
folks can use the Lincoln room for
the weekend. Air Force One is great,
by the way. They let me steer and
everything. Do loops even. You
should try it.
Another thing, though. Despite the
current hullabaloo over Cassius Clay's
surprise "victory," I think it is impor
tant to remember that not only was
he responsible for the loss of at least
$675,000 by people who bet on some
one else, but that he is practically a
self-admitted draft dodger as well.
Something people forget. Now I'm
not saying Foreman was any Joe
Louis, but, once again frankly, these
days, who is?
Thank you,

Gerald "Jerry" Ford I

Canadian
Corner,
January in Canada—the land covered
with what both Voltaire and Kipling
sagely diagnosed as snow—is a little
less chilly this year. For deep in the
heart of every Canadian burns the
memory of remembered glory. And
recognition. Because one shining day
late in the autumn, our nation and
our nation's leader were mentioned
in the internationally famous sub
poenaed White House tapes! Yes,
even buried in snow to his neck (but
we don't call this cold in Quebec),
the native Canucker glows with warm
pride at the memory. Richard Nixon,
embattled and distracted, found time
in his busy schedule of summit con
ferences and payoffs to call our own
Pierre Eliott Trudeau an "asshole."
Was mention made, we proudly
ask, of other Commonwealth leaders?
Was the PM of Australia a "douchebag"? New Zealand's head of state a
"shit-heel"? No. It was to Canada,
long ignored, left out, unhonored
and unsung, alone among our sister
nations, that the thoughts of the Pres

ident of the Greatest Country on
Earth turned in his moment of crises.
Nixon's world was crumbling
around him. He could not trust any
one, no longer knew friend from foe,
adviser from traitor, right from wrong.
But of one thing he could be sure.
And, as the Right Honorable John
George Diefenbaker was quick to ob
serve, "One thing you've got to give
Nixon. He knows his anatomy."
Of course, as we look back over
1974, there is more for us to be proud
of. The recently enfranchised Rio de
Janeiro Conquestadors of the ninetyeight-team World Hockey League
are, to a man, Canadians, born and
bred. Chemin de Neiges, the all-Ca
nadian feature film that won the cov
eted Prix Castor d'Or and universal
acclaim throughout the Dominion,
opened in a Greenwich Village movie
theater in December (it was retitled
Snow Balling) and, had any Amer
ican critic been able to make it that
night, would certainly have received
at least mixed reviews'.
The world acclaimed—which is to
say, The New York Times noticed—
Canada's progressive new immigra
tion policy, dubbed by some wags
"Clause 22," whereby it is impossi
ble to immigrate if one is not em
ployed, and impossible to become em
ployed unless one has immigrated.
So throughout the months ahead,
until spring makes its welcome advent

in July, citizens can rest assured
that the unemployed are colored
white, whether they speak it or not.
Seventy-six promises to be a big
year along the border, what with
memorial celebrations and historical
reenactments of Fenian Raids, the
Battle of Lundy's Lane, and other
patriotic pranks. Laura Secord will be
portrayed by Fannie Fanner. What
present, our federal government won
ders, will be suitable upon the occa
sion of the two hundredth birthday
of our American cousins? Something
distinctly Canadian—a Hudson's Bay
blanket ... or Hudson's Bay . . .
And it seems about time for an
other of our ever-popular Canadian
jokes, the department of this column
that pleases everyone except Time
magazine. (You know Time maga
zine. It's kinda like the American ver
sion of our own beloved Saturday
Night.)
Well, it seems there was this travel
ing salesman, eh? And his car breaks
down or gets snowed in or something
on the Trans-Canada Highway one
night. So he sees this farmhouse off
in the distance, eh? And he goes up
to the door, and knocks, and he says
to the old farmer, "Can I stay here
for the night?"
So the old farmer says, "Okay, but
you'll have to sleep in my beautiful
eighteen-year-old daughter's room.
She moved to Detroit in "72."
SK

IF EVERYONE IS M/to,WHO SHOULD BE COMMITTED^?

A STARTLING VISION OF SANITY AS PERFORMED BY SUPERTRAMP AND PRODUCED WITH KEN SCOTT OF
DAVID BOWIE AND MAHAVISHNU FAME. "CRIME OF THE CENTURY" FROM SUPERTRAMP • ON A&M RECORDS
Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.

Special
Punishment
For readers too stupid to have subscribed to the
National Lampoon at last year's inexpensive rates.

When you pay your $7.95 or more for a costly new subscription to
the National Lampoon, you will be sent an embarrassing T-shirt. A nd
you will wear it. No use trying to fool us. We'll know. We have
ways to find these things out.
But, deep down inside, we actually sort of like you; so we're going to
give you a break—you can choose which T-shirt you'll have to wear. Be
careful, though. Choose wisely. What looks like the easy way out
may be a living hell.

The "Don't Touch That Dial" National
Lampoon Radio Hoar T-shirt. Nor
mally well-behaved grown men will feel
compelled to tweek the nipples of your
breasts—if you're a woman. And,
frankly, if you aren't, you'll look like a
homo.

The "Mona Gorilla" T-shirt. A plain
and simple embarrassment with no frills.
Looks easy to bear, but is it??

The National Lampoon,
635 Madison ATB., New York, New York, 10021
I'D iland right up and take my medicine. My check Q 01 money order D
is enclosed. Send me that T-shirt, it won't break mj spirit.
I'm going to put this off as lone as 1 can. Bill me D so I won't have to start
wearing that awful T-shirt until you receive my full payment.
One-year subscription S7.9S (you save $4.05 off single copy price).
Two-year subserlpfion S 13.25 (you save $10.75 off single copy price).
Three-year subscription $18.00 (yon save S18.00 off single copy price,
and may no) have to wear any foolish T-shirts next time we hike our
prices; we'll «e).
Indicate which T-shirt torture you'd rather undergo and mark the wrong ibe
If you've been particularly bad:
National Lampoon Radio Hour
D Mona Gorilla
Small
D Medium
n Large

S

Name.

(please print)

Address
City__

.Zip.
,Slate_
(Pleaie make sure to list your correct zip code number.)
For each year, add $1.00 for Canada or Mexico, $2.00 for other foreign
countries.
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stereo
putting out
it should?

Is your stereo putting out the way it
shouldn't? Either way, the National
Lampoon Stereo Test and Demonstration Record is designed to help you get
the most out of your stereo system. Of
course, it's possible that your stereo
system was designed solely for the
purpose of getting the most out of you;
if so, this record will give you vinylinscribed justification for your deepseated feelings of inferiority.

Mr. Stereo Owner,
this record is for you.
This record will help you determine
how well your stereo is working, how
well adjusted it is, and how loud it can
play. It is chock-full of low and high
tones to test the range of your system,
plus good stereo effects to test your
system's separation, and highlymodulated passages to test the ability
of your cartridge to track without
undue distortion.

Free Bonus
If you act now, you get free the
Official National Lampoon Hi-Fi
Primer, a priceless three-color guide
to everything you ever wanted to know
about stereo—things like "Frequency
Response," "Hum," "Highly Modu
lated Passages," and "Ed Subitzky."
Big Stars
Remember-So/? Dylan, Elton John,
and Louis Prima are all recorded on
stereo records and conceivably would
want you to check out your system with
this National Lampoon record.
ACT NOW WHILE THE SUPPLY LASTS
-FILL IN THE COUPON AND RUSH IT
TO YOUR NEAREST POST OFFICE.
r.......
i Send to: Demo Record, Box P.

i
National Lampoon
Exciting Features
635 Madison Avenue
This is not your ordinary humdrum
New York, N.Y. 10022
stereo test record, full of police sirens
and woodpeckers. The National
-copies of the Official
\ Please send me ———
Test and Demonstration
Lampoon Stereo Jest and Demonstra- i National Lampoon Stereo
I Record. Enclosed is $5.95 per record, plus 50£
tion Record is the only stereo test
j to cover postage and handling.
record to offer you
Head-on train collisions!
| Name
Tactical bombing of civilian targets!
• Address
Torrid love scenes!
Flaccid love scenes!
State
Zip
• City__
Mediocre rock'n'roll!
Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.

Follow me for
a 5-Acre piece

-of Mew Mexico
that is!

Here she is America! The opportunity you've been
waiting lor! loin the GOOD LIFE at Ranches Lake
Conchas, Conchas Dam, in Northeastern New
Mexico. 5-acre Ranchos available for only $995
per acre on easy credit terms to fit your budget.

Enjoy the PIECE AND QUIET in this ranching/
recreation vacation paradise. Camp, fish, ride and
explore while planning your future. It's all here
including adjacent Conchas Lake and State Park!
Minimum 5-acre parcels heep that wide open
feeling! Other parcels available from $795 to
$1,995 per acre. 100% MONEY BACK GUAR
ANTEE AND EXCHANGE PRIVILEGE for one year
on inspection of property.
Don't miss out on the GOOD LIFE... fill out
the coupon today . . . no obligation . . . you've
nothing io lose!
•

.

OOXfOKAS

,

I Administrative Center, Box 2008 DNL |
j 1350 Park Street, Alomedo, CA 94501 j
Please rush me your colorful PIECE . . . without]
.j nhlioatinn
obligation, that
that ill
is!

I NAME.
jADDRESS______
I CITY________
I STATE_______ ._. -ZIP.

IA ilitament ind ottering statement his been tiled with the

•
1
J
I
•
I

Denirtmtnl at State ol the SUIe ol Now York. The tiling does
not constitute approval ol the iile 01 lease or otter for sale or
lease by the Department ol Stals or any officer thereat or thit
the Department 0 | State hfcs in any Hey passed upon the merits
of such clletinl. A copy *•> Itie attaint statement is aitilible
upon r«N«t from Rjnchos Like Concha*. (NYft No. 74-8 01)
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where the alleged rape occurred.
Nashvilte Tennessecm (G, Zepp)
• In a recent, startling rejection of
the laws of probability, the following
minor traffic incident took place in
Prague, Czechoslovakia.
An elderly man, ignoring a red
pedestrian signal, rushed across a
busy street. An oncoming car
slammed on its brakes to avoid
knocking him down, and went into
a skid, whereupon the back door
opened and a young girl holding a
shopping bag fell out onto the
street. A passerby'who had observed
the accident cried out and ran over
to the car, which had landed un
damaged at the curb. An old woman
wns crying in the back seat of the
car.
The careless elderly pedestrian
• Joseph Pfaff of Little Ferry, New turned out to be the father of the
Jersey, was infuriated by his land driver and of the girl who fell onto
lady's refusal to allow him to keep the street. The concerned passerby
a dog in his apartment, and he de was another of his sons. The crying
cided to leave the premises. But first woman was his wife.
lie placed an ad in the local news
No one was injured. New York
paper for two thousand live cock Times
• Ramon Rivera Rodriguez, a Vene
roaches.
Without them, he explained, he zuelan fisherman, woke up in his
couldn't leave his apartment "ex coffin, discovered that he was about
actly the way I found it," as re to be buried, and immediately suf
fered a fatal heart attack. Witnesses
quested by the landlady.
The response to the tiny ad, Hated say Rodrigues got out of the coffin
under "personal," astounded the re in front of his grieving relatives and
venge-seeking Pfaff. He stopped an removed the cotton swabs from his
swering his phone after receiving nose; then, as his predicament be
pight calls and promises of sixty came clear, he slumped to the
ground and died.
thousand live vermin.
His relatives are seeking legal ac
He said that one caller had offered
him sixteen thousand roaches at one tion against the doctor who had pro
half cent a piece. When Pfaff in nounced him dead the first time
quired of the would-be insect rancher after he had a fit. Toronto Globe
how he would know whether he was and Mail (B. Wetstein)
getting his money's worth, the caller • A newborn baby fell through a
offered to count them before his eyes. toilet basin on a moving train in
A biological firm offered to truck Mozambique and was found alive
in roaches in lots of twenty thousand and well hours later after at least
each if Pfaff didn't mind the dirt that four trains had passed over the
went with them. "I told them I did, same section of track. _'U the time
and they'd have to wash them," said of the accident, the train was re
Pfaff, a condition that apparently ported to have been traveling at
caused the deal to fall through.
thirty miles an hour. The baby was
One call came"from some inter found lying between the rails, un
ested barflies who had made a. bet as harmed. It was delivered to its
to' why anyone would advertise for mother, who was recovering from
live roaches. Pfaff told them, and shock in Moamba Hospital.
shortly afterwards he got another
The mother apparently had de
call—from the winner of the bet— livered the baby in the toilet com
who said he couldn't provide any partment during the journey and
roaches, but was forwarding a $10 was washing it when it slipped from
bottle of champagne bought out of her hands, fell into the toilet, and
his winnings. New York Daily News disappeared. Edmonton Journal (D,
(P. Meroney)
Kilvert)
* Staff Sgt. Glide Brown of Ft.
Campbell, Tennessee, was convicted A one-year subscription or the
in a rape charge when it was dis equivalent value in National lam
covered that both he and his victhn poon products will be given for items
had matching poison ivy rashes. The used. Send entries to: True Facts,
toxic weed was found growing be National Lampoon, 635 Madison
hind a billboard on U.S. 41A North Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10022.
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P.J. here, with the very first issue
I've ever been allowed to edit by my
self—even though I've been slinging
the giggles at old NatLampCo for
three fucking years. Now, there is
probably no connection whatsoever
between the fact that I've never been
allowed to edit an issue and the fact
that I didn't attend a certain fancypants educational institution whose
name you'd know in a minute. And,
believe rne, I harbor no grudge against
my fellow editors who did have the
opportunity to spend four years in
that prestigious ivied manse of eru
dition, clasping their books to their
chests with both hands, drinking Pink
Ladies, and learning to ride sidesad
dle. So what if they emerged from
sixteen years of expensive private ed
ucation with a set of pansy manner
isms that, had 7 displayed them back
in Ohio, would have bought me a skull
full of 30/06 soft points and a verdict
of justifiable homocide for my dad?
Because, like, you know, that's where
their heads are and everybody's got
their own movie. You can't put peo
ple down when they're behind what
they're into, if that's really their
scene, so far be it from me to send
out a lot of down-head vibes and
bad-rap the other editors of the Na
tional Lampoon just because they
squat to pee.
Another thing, see, is that part of
the time I'm involved in the "busi
ness" end of things here. And the

rest of the editors kind of look down
their noses at that because they're
all "artists"—if you know what I
mean. Never mind that their rich-ass
parents laid waste to whole forests
for wood alcohol to sell to the In
dians and made dog food out of the
chopped-up lirnbs of our third-world
brothers and sisters and such like
and so on to build the family fortunes
—these guys are too la-di-da to bal
ance their own checkbooks. Which is
fine. Because what they don't know
(and aren't likely to find out since
you bet they'll be in tears before they
get this far down the page) is that
some friends of mine and I have been
secretly diverting millions of dollars
of National Lampoon profits into a
Swiss bank account for the Earth
People's Park! Can you dig it?! Just
like Che said, we're "inside the belly
of the pig"—turning their own weap
ons of destruction against them for
the good of the oppressed masses!
Soon we will have enough money to
unleash the forces of revolution in a
relentless war on imperialist neo
colonialism and buy some land near
Taos for building geodesic domes out

of smashed car bodies where we can
smoke all the dope we want.
So look, man, this issue isn't really
just a cheap collection of leftover
pieces nobody wanted the way it
looks like it is. I mean, we've got to
conserve bread! This way, we're sav
ing a lot of money to free Woodstock
Nation from the Amerikkkan deathmachine. (Also, we've got to send a
bundle to Abbie—he's really running
through the shekels down there in
Port au Prince.) Anyway, dig it that
some really outtasight shit is going
to be coming down soon, so just be
cool and keep buying the NatLatnps
(9nd don't forget the T-shirts and
albums and stuff) and I'll be back in
touch any day now.
Well, gotta split! Wavy Gravy
and Kesey and me have to "get on
the bus" down to Las Vegas for this
heavy rap session with Hugh Hefner
(Hef's a real far-out head—he used
to blow shit back in the fifties with
all those heavy jazz musicians) about
getting our scene together out in the
desert. Hef is really into it!
The people's tide shall rise and win
And woe to him who cannot swim
Armed love,

Cover: This month's cover is by Rob
ert Grossman, one terrific fellow and
a hell of a good artist, who, for tax
purposes, would sooner not have it
known that because the January issue
goes to press in November, he was
paid during fiscal year 1974. D
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n Brothers B
has a great new sound.
Pioneer high fidelity.
More than anything else, the Allman
Brothers Band are accomplished
musicians. Theirsuccess doesn't
depend on sequins or serpents, or
make-up, or put-on showmanship.
Instead, like Pioneer speakers, they
stake their fame on performance.
The Allman Brothers Band
prefer Pioneer speakers because of
their clarity, overall sound quality and
performance. The Allman Brothers
sound right to the Allman Brothers.
It's that simple.
There are six different musicians
in the Allman Brothers Band. There
are 12 different speakers in the
Pioneer line. Speakers that vary
because people vary, hi-fi systems
vary, room acoustics vary, budgets
vary and tastes vary.
Series R. These contemporary styled
speaker systems bring new life to live

performance. They have been praised
by artists, critics, engineers and
musicians for their untouched,
uncolored and unusually natural
performance.
Project Series. These speakers deliver
maximum performance perdollar.
Ideal for moderately powered stereo
and 4-channel systems, these book
shelf units deliver a surprisingly high
sound level while providing
exceptionally wide dispersion and
highs of unsurpassed quality.
CS Series. Pioneer's hallmark of
engineering excellence. Here's
powerfully smooth sound repro
duction combined with custom-c rafted
cabinetry that is a reflection of the
craftsmanship of an almost bygone
era.
Pioneer speakers are just one
element in the Pioneer audio

components line — components
preferred by the Allman Brothers
Band. A fact you might consider when
making your own selection.
U. S. Pioneer Electronics Corp.
75 Oxford Drive, Moonachie,
New Jersey 07074.
West: 13300 S. Estrella, Los Angeles
90248 / Midwest: 1500 Greenleaf, Elk
Grove Village, III. 60007 / Canada:
S. H. Parker Co.
Model
R-700
R-5QDB

H-300
PROJ. 100

PROJ.80
PROJ. GO
CS-63DX

CS-99A
CS-A700
CS-A500

CS-66G
CS-44G

Maximum
Size
Input Power (HxWxQ)
Price
75 watts 26"Xl5"l!l4'
S249.95*
169.9560 watts 24"xl4"xI2'
119.95*
40 watts 23"xl3"Xll'
129.95
2-way
36 watts 23"<13"xlQ 2
30 watts 2Q3/4"xim Xll" 99.95
2-way
20 watts 13V2"xlQya xBVs" 79.85
279.95
80 watts 28"xl9"xl3'
5-way 100 watts 25"xl6"xll'
239.95
199.95
3-way
60 watts 25"X15"X12'
119.95
3-way
50 watts 22"Xl3"xl2'
40 watts 22"X12"xl2'
119.95
3-way
19"Xll"x9"
2-way
25 watts
79.95
'Fair Trade resale price where applicable.

Type
12" 3-way
10" 3-way
10" 2-way

(H> PIONEER

when you want something better

Shown above are the Pioneer CS-99A's. Project 100's, Project 80's and R-700's.

The Allman Brothers Band is available exclusively on Capricorn records and tapes.
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Why many choose the highest-priced Dual
even though our lowest-priced model has
all the precision your records need.
Even the lowest-priced Dual,
model 1225, is a perfect example
of Dual's basic design concept: to
build every Dual turntable with
more precision than you are ever
likely to need.
The 1225's vernier-adjust,
counterbalanced tonearm can
track flawlessly with the most
sensitive cartridges available—
at as low as one gram. Tracking
pressure is applied exactly as
with the highest-priced Dualaround the vertical pivot,
maintaining perfect balance in all
planes. And the anti-skating
system has separate calibrations
for conical, elliptical and CD-4
styli.
Other operating features
include a single master switch for
all start/stop operations,
pitch-control, viscous-damped
cueing and a hi-torque, constantspeed motor.
The 1225 also provides the
same high quality materials,
carefully finished parts, and the
meticulous quality control that
have long earned Dual a
reputation for reliability.
Considering all this, why do
so many serious music
lovers spend S259.95 for
the 1229Q? Although the
1225 has al I the precision
your records need, the
1229Q has refinements

you may well want. For example,
the 1229Q is a full-sized turntable
with a 12" dynamically-balanced
7 Ib. platter, it is driven by the
powerful Continuous-Pole/
synchronous motor. Thegimbalmounted 8-3/4" tonearm can
track at as low as 0.25 gram, and
vertical tracking angle adjusts for
single or multiple play. The 1229Q
also has an illuminated strobe,
and cueing is damped in both
directions to prevent bounce.
Dual's other multi-play
turntables, the 1226at $159.95
and 1228 at $189.95, offer one or
more of these refinements.
Considering all this, it's no
wonder that readers of the
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leading audio magazines own
more Duals in every price range
than any other quality turntable.
Your records will be protected
even by the lowest-priced Dual.
How far you go can best be
decided at a franchised
United Audio dealer.
Ill

United Audio Products, Depl. NL
120 So. Columbus Ave.,
Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10553
Exclusive U.^. Distributor Ageixy lor Duo!

Please send me your free literature on
lurntables, including complete reprints
of test reports.
NameAddress.
City.

Tk^^MjTjM flffVJ^

Sirs:
I know where William Saxbe is!!
Patty Hearst
Yellowstone N.P.
Sirs:
For sale: two of my favorite jokes.
Dollar-fifty for one or two dollars for
both.
1. "Tonto, blow me pronto."
2. "Kemosabe, bite my lobbie."
They've been together for quite a
while and I would like to sell them
as a pair.
Don
c/o Snack Bar
Greyhound Station
El Paso, Texas

Sirs:
I've looked at life from both sides
now, from here and there, but still

somehow, it's life's illusions I recall, Could I have a bite of your sandwich?
I really don't know life at all.
Merk Morgenslab
Janis Joplin
New York, N.Y.
Port Arthur, Texas
Sirs:
I am pleased to note that you have
Sirs:
a book for sale in your magazine
Huh?
P. Getty called The Boy; A Photographic
Rome, Italy Study. In this age of materialism
and decadence, so few publishers are
willing to publish "art" books like
Sirs:
You won the war but we won the this. It makes me very happy to see
hide and seek. Stick your head up that not everybody has succumbed
to the any thing- for-a-buck ethic which
your ass and count to 1941, Joe.
Toshito Higasika is destroying this country.
I am enclosing two works I have
Luzon, The Philippines
just completed, The Moose, a Photo
graphic Study, shot on location in
Sirs:
Tijuana, and Wounding in Peace
In Canada, when they want to time, which is accompanied by poetic
drink beer, they say, "Let's bite the text and select quotes from B. F.
heads off a few weasels." In Australia, Skinner. I am sure you will see your
they say, "Let's eviscerate a few way clear to publish them.
marmots." In Britain, they say, "Let's
Arnold "Art Is My Life" Klabb
punch in baby's soft spot." It gets
Traveling, New York
so you can't hardly xmderstand what
the hell they're talking about. What
do you say? I bet you guys got some SHS:
Okay, you pinko zipperheaded bas
really good ones that you think up
when you got the DTs. I had the tards, let me just ask you this. Do
DTs once. I was way downtown and you send your shirts to a Chinese
I thought my pockets were full of laundry? Do you ask for starch?
snakes and I was afraid to reach in Have you noticed that even when you
to get my subway token, that was don't want starch, those sneaky little
fifteen years ago now. That's why I'm chopsticks always seem to throw it in
still here. Because the snakes are. anyway? Are you aware that they've
continued on ease 24

LEONARDCOHEN
NEW SKIN FOR THE
OLD CEREMONY
Including:
LovetLovorLovorlCheTGeaHodjI'S
IB This What YOU Wanted
Th 0 re IB A Wal(Loavi no Grao ns leave:
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For everyma
If music occupies a large part of
your life, you're probably aware that
technology in general, and recording
studios in particular, have contributed
greatly to the current art.
We genuinely feel that our 3340S
will make an even greater contribution,
because it provides the basis for a low
cost 4-track studio at home. If you play
a musical instrument, or if you're
interested in being creative with sound,
this is the specific tape recorder you
should consider.
Most persons have never played in
a recording studio, and it's difficult to
appreciate what an enormous aid multitrack recording is to the creative
process: suddenly all things seem
possible, if only enough time were
available. But time can cost $100 per
hour in a studio, and that's not very
available.

Our 3340S is by no means a profes
sional studio recorder — we make those
too, and we know, But it has all the
functions they have, and more, and it's
far better than the typical high fidelity
component.
Actually, it's good enough to make
records with,
To prove that, we made one — at
home, ona3340S, It tells about
how you can afford to record at home,
and what that can do for your music.
Studio time for everyman.
You can get the album from your
local TEAC retailer for $2.00, and you
can locate him by calling (800) 447-4700
toll-free. In Illinois call (800) 3224400.
Find out for yourself: you have
nothing to lose but your lack of time.
The 3340S.

FromTeac.

TEA

The leader. Always has been.
TEAC Co

«1 Amm-fi-u. 77H!) Toli.«nii)li Ilnnil.
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continued from page 21

WEAR EM
DYNAMIC Iron-On Transfers

Transfers $1.00
3 for $2.50

Postage & Handling $.25
F.D.E. Co. P.O. No. 2581

Tee Shirts $3.25
Columbus, Ohio 43216
plus 4% Ohio Sates Tax
Custom Shirts Made to Order
Dealer Inquiries Invited

been using more and more starch,
askee or no askee? Ah-ha, there!
Did you know that a B-52 bomber
crashed last month because one of its
engines mysteriously caught fire and
none of the crew could move their
arms to feather the engine? Do you
know why they couldn't move their
arms? Can you possibly guess who
laundered their shirts? Can you guess
where the plane happened to crash?
Would you care to even think about
who got to look very close up at all
our most favorite secret parts? Did
you ever wonder why the armed
forces so suddenly switched to per
manent press uniforms?
Keep taking your shirts to Wang
Lee, but when the Chinese Commies
storm the shores of Lake Superior
and throw their bodies against your
garage doors and you can't raise your
arms high enough to get your gun
down off the mantle, don't say I
didn't warn you. Peaceful coexist
ence, my missile silo. While we're
beating our swords into plowshares,
they'll be beating our livers into
monosodium glutamate!
Gen. Mills
Cake Falls, Ark.

Sirs:

Sirs:
My church confessional has an ex
press lane for people with three sins
or less. I have five sins. Do you think
it would be better if I went to the
express lane anyway and pretend I
have only three sins?
Last time I went my baby suffo
cated in the trunk because I had to
wait four hours behind a German.

Liz
P.S. The odor won't go away, either.

Think! Have you oaten any tuna Sirs:
fish lately? Well, if you have, I've got
You have to break LPs into four
you all right where I want you. I've pieces before you can fit them into
your eight-track. I thought you guys
knew that.
Ford

Expensive Stereo doesn't
havetobe. Our CHEAP
catalog shows you how.

Send for OUT catalog. It will prove to you that great stereo doesn't have to be expen
sive. We carry over a hundred name brands, so you gel tremendous selection. And our
two central locations mean quick delivery and low shipping cost. FREE bonus: each
catalog contains a pull-out "Hifi Primer" section to help ______ ______
you get started understanding fine components.
WVtt W Wft

with coupon below

Midwest
Hifi
Wholesale
and Mail Order Division

Please mail to the location nearest you:

*

1626 Ogden Ave. (US 34), Downers Grove, III. 60515
3309 E. Carpenter Frwy. (Texas 183). Irvmg, Tex. 7G062

I
I
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injected a powerful and permanently
operative laxative into every last tuna
fish in every body of salty water
bigger than the glass you gargle from.
And don't think you are getting off if
you were cheap and bought chunk
light instead of solid white. I gave
them a double dose.
So, if you all don't want your
bowels to be hanging out behind you
like weather balloons, you'll need the
antidote which only I have. But it's
going to cost you all your Four Sea
sons albums and the body of Walt
Disney. You'll hear from me again,
so stay loose.
Captain Nemo
Brooklyn Navy Yard
Brooklyn, N.Y.
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Dear Ted:
You haven't written for six years.
Are you mad at me?

Mary Jo
Martha's Vineyard
P.S. I left my snorkel in your car.
Guys:

Please, please, please, please,
please don't start calling me an ass
hole. I mean, just because now that
Nixon's gone, people can see what a
loathsome pimple I am, and just be
cause I blew it the night he resigned
and said his speech was statesman
like and that Epsilon lunk Roger
Mudd made me look like something
the cat aborted, and just because I'll
even suck Castro's hind tit to keep
my left-of-center toidy warm and
cosy, doesn't mean you have to start
calling me an asshole. Is it just be
cause I'm pink? I mean, I could be
a prick or a cunt, couldn't I? I think
they're pink. Or even a douchebag.
But not an asshole, please. I saw what
you did to Frost and Steinberg and
it scares me almost as much as Ne
groes.
Dan Rather, CBS News
Chocolate Rock, New York
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Because You Lorn Her...
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"Mother Lode!'the new
Loggins & Messina col
laboration, is their first
finely polished studio
gem in over a year's
time.

What more endearing,
enduring token of the
depths ofyour affection
than a gift of beautiful
music as etched on vinyl
by Columbia's master
craftsmen.
Show you care with
recordings that are
certain to touch her.

"Streetlife Serenade/
Billy Joel's sparkling
follow-up to"Piano
Man" will remind hei
of your thoughtfulness
evcrv time she hears it.

The tender music from
"Death Wish" sensitive
ly composed and con
ducted by Herbie"Head
Hunters"Hancock, will
satiate her every musi
cal dream.

"Brujo"isthe tender
As precious as a
new collection of wes
silver-blue butterfly
tern rock by the New
is''Borboletta"new
Riders of the Purple
from the group always
Sage? a group she's
known for its subtle
learned to cherish
All
facets
of
the
very
loveliness.
Santana.
through the years.
beautiful Buddy Miles
are explored in his
desirable new offering,
as produced by Johnny
Bristol.

Dave MasonVDave
Mason" is a rare offer
ing, delicately sprinkled
with all-new original
Dave Mason jewels.

A Phonograph Record is Parever.
On Columbia Records and Tap

\Sj 197* CBS inc "Not available on tape.
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New Riders ol the Purple Sage is a registered trademark.

Enchiladas y enchiladas,
Buenos tacos from most attractive
Acapulco.
This Baba Rum Raisin Newsletterhas traveled around the world ten
times. On its journey across jumping
seas and burning deserts, much dyna
mite karma has accrued lo Raisinettes who heed its message (see at
tached coupon).
In Mexicali, a young-but-wise-asa-fruitbat UCLA sophomore slipped
past the Federates with this letter

and it is said two hundred pounds of
dried buttons in the auxiliary motortire of his fine microbus. As well;
later returning with further empty
motor-tires, this fortunate Raisinette
ate food at the Calexico Colonel
Sander's Chicken-Corpse-in-the-Casket without the normally associated
running off at the intestines. Mere
"coincidence"? Hu hu.
However, a Scientologist who ridi
cules your Baba's wisdom was the
same day made mentally unwhole by
a browned-out alpha meter, while a
U.S. Postal Inspector who intercepted
this letter was he himself later kid
napped by a V-formation of compe
tition frisbees, giant and fiercely
glowing. All that remained was one
poor melted tie tack only . . . and
the Flat Ones swooped away with a
high whine as that of a Baba Rum
Raisinette who neglects monthly
ashram duties and then wishes to
absent self from monthly punish
ment festival.
Mongoose-headed Binaca, seed of
Ramar of the Jungle and personal
tax consultant to pHisoHex the In
edible, curls his wrought iron lip at
such as these.
See coupon below. Your eyes are
heavy. Your mantra is too increasing
ly yet more droning. Your drowsy
pockets, in them your dollars and

THE FIRST TESTAMENT OF CHEECH WIZARD
THE CARTOON MESSIAH
. Now brought together and
~
beautifully printed in a deluxe hardcover volume
by Northern Comfort Communications.
Cheech Wizard takes you on a high conscious- ^
ness trip to Deadbone Mountain, a billion years ago,
where dark unknown forces work Earth's first attempt
at Organic Sanity atop a btack volcanic mountain
four miles high! From Whispering Wind Hook down
through Moaning Cry Gallery, into the labyrinth
depths of Deadbone, Cheech narrates the incredible experiment of strange beings, lizards, and
broads trying to become something like we
are today.

. "DEADBONE is destined lo become a stand
ard classic of cartoon art."

Printed on high quality stock arid hardbound in a 9"x 12" format, comb
ined halftone & line reproduces this universe according to Bode's original
vision. It is now available, direct only from Northern Comfort Communications, Dept. A, Main St., Smithers, B.C., Canada VOJ 2NO at $14.95. Send
cheque, M.O., or BankAmericard/Mastercharge number & signature.
—••
A Limited Edition is available,numbered 1-25O, luminously bound in i d simulation lestheiand
individually signed by Vaughn Boflo. at $«.OO a copy. Either editior refunded wiihm 10 day return n
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coins, grow hotter progressively.
They smolder . . .
There is no better moment to open
the Venetian blinds of the spirit and
Q-tip the Third Ear—Baba speaks.
But hastily. In Baba's present
mountain retreat high above the wellpicked-up beaches and cocoa-but
tered delights a constant lookout is
kept. The hotel, inaccessible as can
be excepting only the pink jeeps by
which a steady stream of refreshing
Cuba Libres and Harvey Wallbangers toil hand-delivered up the steep
mountain slopes, is a far-crying-out
from the piano bar in the very pop
ular Grossinger's where Baba was
originally scheduled to do His regu
lar thing. (Do not miss Baba's week
on widely-enjoyed Mike Douglas
show with guest-Co-Co-host Sirhan
Sirhan.)
It is this detour—and the minor
but extra traveling expenses—that
press Baba's attentive pupils against
his Abercrombie & Fitch binoculars
with a zest Mother chicken's hindparts reserve for cheeping hen fruit.
Below, along the winding and narrow
road, Baba searches for a sign. A
flat shield held to the sun on the
jeep-driver's arm foretells pick-meups ordered more than an hour ago;
a greased nose surmounting a mous
tache the color of coyote spoor plus
the telltale glint of a badge riding
fand loading) shotgun forbode Senor
Gonzales, manager credito of this
selfsame resort.
Even as Baba's fingers flick over
these keys—and the tongues of the
very accomplished Gonzales sisters
do similarly over Baba's elusive
chakras—a small pink jeep can now
be spied climbing the mountain. My
companion, the very entertaining
Don Carlos Castaneda, suggests a
third possibility—that the jeep may
contain a number of guests Baba
earlier invited up for free kundalini
yoga drill from the colorful zona rosa
of this most demanding of spiritual
centers.
Don Carlos, his identity wellmasked under the wide brim of a
native frijole and his ninth Harvey
Wallbanger in as many rubdowns,
is the fine author of the fine books on
Don Juan—another gifted Searcher
of the deserts whose life reflects an
equal familiarity with such pink mes
sengers.
Your Baba's path crossed Don
Carlos' first at the very eye-catching
Los Angeles airport during a small
flimflap involving the ticket desk and
several blurred numerals on Baba's
American Express Card. (Baba's
original serial number contained three
successive sevens which sadly attract
unruly and mischievous numerical
ramalamadhingdhongs—these prank-

Ish Beings often assume the guise cf
spot credit checks to chatter a teletyped Song of Doom for the luckless
or unwary.
Don Carlos, or "Juan Metbal" as
his passport suggests, took notice of
Baba's need, muttered a mystic
phrase to the inquisitive Pan Am
clerk concerning the unfastened con
dition of her shoelaces and spirited
Me up to a piano bar aboard his
Acapulco flight not unlike Grossinger's both in taste and odor—an es
sence bringing to mind the inside of
Frank Sinatra, Jr.'s pedwins or an
ancient bologna sandwich.
Describing a simple temper tantra
on the frosted glass with a plastic
stirrer, Baba soon forgot the loss of
His poor, tattered Vuitton knapsack
and possibly inoperative checkbook
as Don Carlos spoke knowingly of
similar inimical forces. An apparition
resembling the subject of his millionselling books was most irritating, Don
Carlos whispered, particularly when
it harped on royalty splits. The only
protection, Baba assured Don Carlos
as We landed in Acapulco, was some
thing made of platinum worn on or
about the person and the discreet
sale of movie rights under an as
sumed body.
Riding the pink jeep up the moun
tain later that afternoon, Baba and

Don Carlos traded tengo secretos,
or trade secrets, including not only
simple bar jests such as the making
of hypnotic passes with an eraser
over a bar bill to make it disappear,
but the conjuring up of playful diaboleras by forged attestations to the
dimensions of one's own pifiata on the
senoras' crapper walls.
All this and more was said long
into the night when, emboldened by
further banging of the walls, Baba
finally agreed to walk with Don Carlos
on the most difficult path—the one
which divides equally at the front
desk between the cocktail lounge and
the pool asplash with string bikinis
and popped-out portions not put
back.
Here our contest begins. As the
pjnk jeep grows larger in these lenses
—and as does something else under
the quiet strum of the Gonzales sis
ters—Baba swiftly transcribes the
scribble-scrabbled notes of the last
week:'
Monday: On this first day (tempera
ture at 10:00 A.M. 82 degrees and
clear), Baba has succeeded in finding
the "spot" where he and Don Carlos
will be most comfortable. It is a cor
ner table next to the small fountain
where the sehora with the fully real
ized brujos yesterday fed the fingers
of children dipped in champagne to

her toy chow. Don Carlos thinks she
is a dtabolera. As for Baba, He "sees"
this for what it is, a turn-on.
Tuesday: With difficulty due to our
broken Spanish (Mine because of
Mother India, his because of a split
mouth he received from Don Juan
after Don Juan received his share of
the royalty), we have come to an
agreement as to the nature of "power."
By "power," Don Carlos in the reality
means "proof," and not as in the
pudding but as in the mescal plant's
sacred blood—Jose Cuervos Gold of
the Gods. New highball—"tequila
mockingbird"?
Wednesday: The mind-expandings of
this are plain. Baba's skull—and
most specifically that part nearest the
back of the eyeball—feels to its owner
the size of many soccerballs nailed
to itself. This is not a good day to
die. Or eat heavy.
Thursday: This morning after some
disturbance from the telephone con
cerning a bill in need of hypnotic
passes, Don Carlos taught me the
tengo secretos (secret ingredients') to
a mixture unknown back in the doglittered Gokarta of my birth . . . the
secret of Sangria. Instructed by Don
Yago at an early age, Don Carlos
very wisely is careful to show respect
for Sangria's vengeance and uses
fresh lemons only ("None of that
can tinned
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The Non-Giant Economy Size.
Unlike so many of our giant
competition, Sherwood doesn't
make a full line of audio equip
ment. No radios: No tape decks.
No headphones. No turntables.
Versatility may never be our
claim to fame.
But the limited scope of our
output does have benefits. We
can concentrate on refining
each of our products, engineer
ing them for maximum
performance.
A case in point is the S7310.
It has minimum RMS power
output @ 0.5% total harmonic
distortion, both channels
driven, of 38 watts
per channel @ 8 ohms,
20-20,000 Hz. Which
means that this receiver
outpowers all other
units in its price range.
With exceptional
selectivity and
sensitivity ratings.

We also utilize only the finest
and most advanced of proved
componentry: Dual gate MOS
FET's and phase lock loop
circuitry, the latest integrated
circuitry and Solid-State
FM IF Ceramic Filtering devices.
Equally important, we've elimi
nated the gimmickry and gadgets
that add nothing to the equip
ment except a potential for
malfunction.

In short, if you look at
receivers that do as much as
Sherwood's S7310, they prob
ably cost more than $369.95. Or,
if they cost the same, do less.
Which only proves that, in
hi-fidelity manufacturing, good
things come from small
packagers.

Sherwood Electronic Laboratories
4300 N. California
Chicago, Illinois 60618

Sherwood.

The word is getting around.
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continued

plastic squeeze cacal"). Baba's own
eyes throb as soccerballs since Wed
nesday. Some difficulty in walking.
Passing water, out, etc.
Friday: An argument. Don Carlos
wishes to sew and bind lizards for
unexplained and possibly morbid
ends. This is a pity. Lizards are vac
uumed up by hotel each morning,
hours before Don Carlos or Baba
are postured for drunch, even less
the pursuit of these.
Saturday: A diabolera in my bed. Un
able to secure lizards, Don Carlos has
sewn and bound one of the Gonzales
sisters into the mattressing. Also, a
diarhio on the bathmatting. Reserve
"spot" for drunch, change suites.
Sunday: Today Don Carlos emptied
two quarts, first down his throat, then
in the ladies' footbath (?) and, be
fore the restraints were unhappilybut-necessarily delivered by room
service, a revolver into the ceiling,
killing twenty-six shirtwaist design
ers newly arrived from Puerto Villarla
where the Old Ones say the party
had begun two months before. But
before Don Carlos exited, Don Carlos
sang his tequila song ... a song so
unlike the popular rhythm hits to
day's rock-ninnies stuff down their
two ears as to resemble a fine buffalo
chip in one hand or a ripening roadapple in the remaining. The song

said many things—a song which by
the final tequila sunrise gave to the
ears noises both like "You've Got to
Change Your Evil Ways" and "Come
On Baby Light My Fire," this last
sung also as if Don Jose Feliciano
were blind in both his mouth and ears
as well as in his useless but fine and
talented eyes.
Monday: A note appended to Baba's
Guacamole and Bloody Mary morn
ing perk-Me-up indicated that Don
Carlos was being detained until cer
tain credit card signatures 1969-74
were examined. Packing Don Carlos'
newer Vuittons, Baba and Don Carlos
must decide which of us is stronger.
We are both ill. Some water must
have contaminated the last sunrises.
Our underwear is as the Ganges in
August. Late August.
This is all that is written of our
contest, but certainly in sorrow there
is victory, just as in peanutbutter jars
there are peanuts plus lice and often
dog hairs or fecal debris, if this illus
tration is acceptable. (The pink jeep
is heavily burdened with Federates in
whose sunglasses no eyes are willing
ly reflected. Sefior Gonzales, it now
appears, has been in communication
with his daughters.)
In the final page, it is Baba and
the Lotus position holding sway—the
car is untended about fifty American

meters from this typewriter, and Don
Carlos notes that downhill our clos
ing speed with that pink jeep will
approach the speed of light, which is
a fine thing if, as Baba is assured,
the movie rights are split fifty to fifty.
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Yes! This was the most spiritually
energizing "Baba Rum Raisin"
episode to this fine date! What
could the outcome be? Can I see
a major motion moving picture
soon to tell me what it is? I am
hoping so certainly and soon. Here
is money galore for you, Baba. Do
not turn me into a Puerto Rican
if I cough up soon.
Name

Address
Sisters _

.Vrgns_

Send to: Baba Rum Raisin
c/o Patty H.
Sidestreet
Grapevine, B.C.
C U soon,
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AtF WIEDERSEHEN!

Langsam und iautlos, wie durch Zauberei,
hebt der machtige Zeppelin ab, Unten auf
der Erde stehen deine winkenden Freunde
und Angehorigen und beobachten, wie die
gigantische Silberwurst der Liifte sich
gegen den Wind dreht, urn die grosse
Reise anzutreten. "Macht Euch keine Sorgen," schreist du ihnen durch das grosse
Fenster zu. Dumtnes Volk, ein paar von
ihnen heulen!

DER ATLANTIK!

"1st das da unten die R.M.S. Titanic?"
fragst du einen von der Mannschaft. "Was
fiir eine Frage, wo dieses Ungliicksschiff
schon vor 25 Jahren gesunken 1st!" Der
Mann hat hur ein La'cheln. Auf einer Zeppelinreise bekommt man vrele seltsame
Dinge zu sehen. Zwischendurch ruft Crete:
"Ich glaub, ich seh die Lusitania!" Was
fGr ein Gelachter, was fiir ein fideles
Zeppelin-Abenteuer!
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SdLDSEDIUATSICH HRLMI

HERR KAPITAN!

Mochten Sie den Kapitan und seine Mannschaft kennenlernen? Sie reden nur seller;
sie scheinen wie Geister durch diese
schwebende Reisenwelt des Zeppelins zu
gleiten. Aber sie lacheln fortwa'hrend ...
denn sie wissen, was Ihnen bevorsteht!

KOGMAK?

Einen Kognak nach dem Essen? Aber
sicher! Der Steward scheint aus dem
Nichts aufzutauchen, a!s tiatte er Ihre 6edanhen gelesen. Und wenn Sie ihn nlcht
mehr brauchen, 1st er plotzlich verschwunden. Alles ist ruhig. Die Wolken ziehen
vorbei. Dennoch beschleicht Sio eine self
same Vorahnung!
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(ELI MEN,

F/VSZIIM/VTIOEM!

"Schau, Guntherchen, das stiirmische
Wetter kommt direkt auf uns zu!" Fasziniert beobacbtet es Guntherchen, wahrend der lachelnde Navigator etwas von
bosartigem Himmel und heftigem Blitz
murmelt. "Kann der Bfitz in unsern gtiickIrches Zeppelin-Heim einschlagen?" fragt
Gunther. Aber der Navigator ist weg.

-MMMMM-MILCHT

Wer ist der unerwartete Fremde in der
Kabinentiir? Nur der Steward! Schau, gute
warme Milch und ein lachelndes "Gute
Nacfit." Bald ist das mactitige Luftschiff
dunhel. Begleitet vom Gebrumm der Dieseimotoren (ra'umt man durch die Nacht;
lebhafte, farbige, fantastiche Traume, die
in ein ieuriges Morgenrot libergehen!
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ZIGARETTE?
Das Essen 1st voriiber, der Kaffee serviert; und da unser Bestimmungsort nur noch ein paar Kilometer entfernt 1st, lass den
Conner ruhig grollen and die Blitze zucken. Der Chef-Steward ist schon mil einem Streichholz zur Hand, als Sie sich eine
Zigarette aussuchen und scherzen; "Man sollte ja artnehmen, Herr Chef-Steward, dass bei all dem feuergefahrlichen
Wasserstoff angeziincfete Streichholzer..."
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APPWDYEP
BY THE
COMICS
COPEME
AUTHORITY

H5%Efc ^

WITH

CHEESE, NO, ACTUALLY
VOU'P BETTER. MAKE THAT

ANP 76V FRIES-NO,
PQZEN FRIES ANP
EISHT ROOT BEERS ANP.,,
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HI/I'M MAff/OSAWOs AMP
TO TgUL YOU ABOUT

SURE, BACK IN THOSE WILD 'N' WACKY SIXTIES I WAS THE LEADER OF AN
IMPORTANT STUDENT MOVEMENT THAT NEARLY TOPPLED THE FASCIST-PIG
BERKELEY CAMPUS REGIME! NOW, I'M A SUCCESSFUL GRAD STUDENT, AND IF
YOU'VE LOOKED AT THE JOB MARKET LATELY, YOU ARE, TOO!
THAT'S WHY NATLAMPCOBROS. (MAKERS OF PUNTAC©, THE TIMED-RELEASE
JOKE THAT KEEPS ON SMIRKING LONG AFTER YOU GO BACK TO SOME UN
SPEAKABLY TEDIOUS PAUL GOODMAN BOOK) ARE MAKING THIS RIDICULOUS
OFFER!
YES! FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY, NATLAMPCOBROS. WILL SHIP YOU BULK
NOSTALGIA FROM OUR GIANT GEODESIC WAREHOUSES OF IMBECILIC "HIPPIE"
PLAYTHINGS AND CHEAP TOURIST SHIT—SOME ITEMS NO LONGER AVAILABLE
EVEN IN CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS!
THAT'S RIGHT! ORDER NOW WHILE THE SUPPLY LASTS—OR ORDER LATER—
THESE NIFTIES ARE GOING NOWHERE FAST—JUST LIKE ME!
f——
DARE TO STUDY, DARE TO PASS!

PEACE MEDALS
DIFFRACTION DISKS
(FIT ALL FOREHEADS)
ZAP COMIX
SPLASH-BLEACH JEANS
GRANNY GLASSES
AMERICAN FLAG
ROLLING TAPERS
PACHOULI OIL
HEADBANDS (FIT ALL
WASTE BASKETS)
MUSK OIL
STRAWBERRY INCENSE
BODY PAINT
TIE-DYE TANK TOPS
YARROW STICKS
REGIS DEBRAY
HARVARD "STRIKE"
SHIRT
DAY-GLO PAINT
WEST POINT CAPES
MARINE TUNICS
"FLY UNITED"
POSTERS
MDA
MOROCCAN BEADS
MACRAME KITS
CANDLE MOLDS
POTTER'S WHEELS
FINGER CYMBALS
STROBE LIGHTS

TEMPLE BELLS
WIDE WATCHBANDS
M.C. ESCHER PRINTS
WATERBEDS
TAROT DECKS
MORNING GLORY
SEEDS
STONE PONIES
BLUES MAGOOS
DEEP PURPLE
LEMON PIPERS
SHORT-HAIR WIGS
RECORDERS
GREAT SPECKLED BIRD
NOVA EXPRESS
S.F. GOODTIMES
S.F. ORACLE
BERKELEY TRIBE
DETROIT FIFTH ESTATE
SEED
ARGUS
KALEIDOSCOPE
BOSTON AVATAR
EAST VILLAGE OTHER
RAT
PETER MAX
ANYTHINGS
EARTH MAGAZINE
SNCC
JERRY RUB1N
A-200 LOTION
TIGER BALM
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MEXICAN ANYTHINGS
RAGA-SHIRTS-WITHTHE-LITTLEREFLECTORS
MANTRAS
SUTRAS
NO BRAS
MAO BUTTONS
BUBBLE PIPES
SOAP BUBBLE PIPES
EYE CONTACT
BE-INS
SOS
LIGHTSHOWS
(BATTERIES OF
MINDBLOWN M.I.T.
DROPOUTS NOT
INCLUDED)
NOSE RINGS
TOE RINGS
TATTOO DECALS
SCREAMING YELLOW
ZONKERS
VC FLAGS
INDIAN PRINT
BEDSPREADS
MARCUSE
LEATHER COWBOY
HATS
FRINGE (1,000 MILES
OF ITl]

TO f we X4AWS WAY
Of KNOWU£PcS£/<£gT If?
NOT

SEND TO:
MARIO SflVIO
t/o DOU6 KENNEt
NflTLflMPCOBROS. BUG.
635MBDISON AVE.
NEW YORK. NSW ORDER

RUSH! ACT TODAY!
HECK, MARIO, I'M SUCH A GULLIBLE TWERP 1 ALREADY BOUGHT ALL
THIS CRAP YEARS AGO AND GAVE IT TO MY KID SISTER WHEN MY 1-Y
CAME THROUGH! JUST <EEP ALL THAT EMBARRASSING EVIDENCE
OUT OF MY SIGHT AND 'LL SEND YOU THE UNUSED PORTION OF MY
DOPE.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
TYPE OF DOPE ENCLOSED
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STATE

ZIP

YOUR "FIRST HI6H* CAN BE MANY THINGS.,, A FIRST KISS, A
FINE POPULAR SON©,.. BUT THAT ALL SEEMS LIKE CHILD'S
PLAY WHEN YOU FIRST...

O
NT BESAN
THE N1SHT
BEFORE THE
PIS PHIL 101
EXAM. WHEN
MY ROOMMATE
AT STATE, PAVE
WHEATJEAHS,
BURST IN...
,

PON'T PUT ME ON, MAN/
LIKE MARYJANE, LIKE/ C'MON,
IF yOU S1VE ME LIFT ON VOUR

'SICKLE, I'LL LENP you MY

HEV,
WORKSHfRT JUST
FINISHED A "HOOT"
AT CLUB EXPRESSO
AN' ASKEP ME TO
FALL BY HIS PAP
OFF CAMPUS
T SMOKE

ffl

JW

<SEE, BUT X PON'T
WANT TO SCHIZO-OUT
BEFORE MY MOP PHO' EXAM TOMORROW/

'STUFF?'

HASSLE, MAM--/
SEEM "ON SI?AS5" EVER SIKCE
HE PROPPEP OUT OF PREP,
SCHOOL/
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THIS'S
ROOMMATE - HE'S
WANTS T TR'
VU-KNOW-WHAT/

WHAT'S
HAPPENING.
MAN?
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DM A MATTER OF MOMEMTS, WE WERE "FLVIMS"ON A
W BQMBER,*CALIFORNIA- STYLE .„
...5CUBA
TANKS FULL
1^ OF IT'

„. SHOULPA
RUN IT THROUGH
A BLGNPEK.
FIRST,'

" £

-0001 INCHES
IN PIAMETER.

_ UNTIL AT LAST IT WAS MX TURN FOR THE
"ACAPULCO SOLP RUSH,'"

YOU STONEP?

THAT ROACH IS
ABOUT PLAVEP...

WOW/I'M
SO STONEP
I CAN'T

BETTER TAKE THE
LAST Pf?A£ WITH
A HUBBLY-

TALK!

TASTES
LIKE
HASH/

MAKES THE
BACK OF /OUR
NECK STIFF/

FEELS LIKE
AN IRON BANP
AROUNP MX
HEAP/
TIME'S

RUNNING
LISTEN/
CRICKETSfJ BACKWAW!
,,,AMP AS I HEAPEP FOR. THE
JOHW. STRANSE VISIONS SWAM
BEFORE ME WfTH THE INTENS1TX
OF A THOUSANP EXPLOPING
STROBE-CAMPLES/

BUT 1 "O.D.'P" ON MY FIRST PUFF... ANP 5UPPENUV EXPERIENCEP THE PREAPEP "PARANOIP"
5IPE. EFFECTS'
JESUS
FUCKI

PIPSH1T/
MORON/

WELL, MAVBE
WE CAM SMOKE
THE
HA HA/
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IT,' CALL
EPSAR. HOOVER
VACUUM
HA HA'
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TO BREATHE, AND BREATHE
PEEPLy... MY E/ES STILL CONTINUED TO
OPT/CALL/ HALLUCINATE,'

QUICKLY SULPING
DOWN A HANDFUL
OF ASPIRIN, IMANASEP
TO AVOIP PERMANENT
BRAIN DAMAGE...

,,.ANP PAVE, WAS rAREFUL TO
"BRING ME DOWN "BEFORE I
WENT TOO FAR OVER THE EDGE.

BET IT'P BE OUT
OF SIGHT VBALL
ON THIS STUFF/

/BETTER TELL
YOUR FRIENP IF
HE'S SOHNA PUKE,
HE'D BETTER TAKE
THE FLASHER, OUT
OF THE SOCKET
SO HE CAM

MUST'VE
HeALLYSAMfJ

ANYTHING
INTERESTING?

KNEW
THAT POPETAKIKG WOULD
BE A ROAP
0EST LEFT
UNTf?AVELEP
IN THE
FUTURE.
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HEY/
THOSE PIUS I HAP
THIS ASPIRIN
BOTTLE?
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NICEGOIN; MAN/ LISTED,
WE GOTTA SPLIT/ LEO'S
SETTING A LITTLE UPTIGHT
,,,SOME OF THEM THINK
yOU'RETHE FUZZ!

fyatshatt Tucker %wd Tout
December I — Stonybrook/SUNY— the gym
December 3 — Kenosha, Wise.
December 4 — Menomonie/State U.—Johnson Reldhouse
December 5 — MinneapoUs/U. of Minn.— Northrup Aud.
Deceinber 6 — Chicago/Aragon Ballroom

December 7 — Detroit/Michigan Palace
December 16 — Los Angeles/Santa Monica Civic
December 17 —San Diego/Golden Hall
December 20 — San Francisco/Winterland
December 21 —San Francisco/Winterland

Produced by Paul Hornsby for Capricorn Recoids, Inc.
by special arrangement with Phil Waldeu & Assoc., hie

the'Marshall
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America's Undersea Cup

Victory in her sights, Quahog moves dramatically past Java Trench at the onset of the tideward leg of the fourth race.

US.lakes Four Straight
by P. J. O'Rourke and Henry Beard

Australian woo] baron Clovis Bovim's million-dollar
effort to carry off the America's Undersea Cup in his
aluminum double-hulled Java Trench came to naught
in the wintery seas off Newport, Rhode Island, as the
U.S. defender Quahog plunged to four consecutive vic
tories on the 21.7 mile course. But the contest was
hardly a rout. Dockside, there was public consensus
that the Aussie's boat had taken better advantage of
changes in the twelve-meter submersible motor yacht
rules—utilizing lighter plate construction and smaller
ballast and bilge tanks to fulfill the new dive test re
quirements and making full use of the single snorkelpost conning tower. Nor could the more conventionally
designed Quahog claim any crew superiority. The Aus
tralians, skippered by lan Patterson, were in pinnacle
form, showing a dance-like coordination in their diving
plane trim and holding depth with precision. And,
unlike the 1973 British challenger Baleen Whale
(whose bulbous prow was ill-suited to the slop-tow off
Benton reef), Java's, men had an excellent grasp of
local conditions.
46 NATIONAL LAMPOON

The root of the Java's failure seemed to lie in her
own brilliant lines. Designer Terry Lars gave her a
radical shape behind the keel, a configuration of abrupt,
startling angles that resulted in superior boat speed
down-current but with a sacrifice of maneuverability
running against the spill. Outward bound, Java led
every race by more than a minute (three and a half
minutes in the third match) but lost her lead each
time coming back. There was never a real moment of
confidence for Quahog, and builder Benson Lowell
could be seen to breathe a sigh of profound relief as his
victorious- crew was thrown onto the dock, assuring the
America's Cup of another season on its fifty-year perch
at the New London Yacht Club.
Australia will be back next year, says Bovim. But he
admits there will be new problems. The Cunningham
diesel-electric system which powered both boats will be
impossible for him to use under new rules stipulating
that foreign entries cannot carry American powerplants. Given the stringent regulation of engine design,
continued on page 132
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Top.
Perspiring crews push their crafts to the limit as
Quahog eats up Java's lead during a spectacular yawing
duel in the generally deep seas of the second race.
Above left. A perilous moment for both boats at the start
of the first contest when Java Trench pitched steeply
towards Quahog in the stiff current.
Right. Breathtaking finale of the third match: Quahog, at
full speed, pulls across the finish line only half a boat length
ahead of the Australians.
Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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By ERIC VAN DANKEN

From the forthcoming BANKBOOKS OF THE AUTHOR
Translated by Dean Latiraer
On February 12,1953, a dank mist
clung to the grey, forbidding moun
tains of Galilee. It was in these very
wastes north of the Dead Sea that
Jesus Christ, two thousand years be
fore, had sought refuge for inspiration
and meditation, safe from the evil
and ignorant machinations of the Jew
ish Sanhedrin of Jerusalem! And now
Hans Schliepmann, the brilliant ama
teur archaeologist, was laboriously re
tracing Our Savior's faint, forgotten
footsteps through the trackless wilder
ness, hardly daring to hope that on
this day, after so many disappoint
ments in the past, he would find what
he knew was there.
Suddenly the ground gave way!
The fifty-four-year-old Schliepmann
sustained a nasty spill some sixteen
feet down the side of what appeared
to be a mere tumbled rockfall. Ignor
ing his cuts and bruises, however, he
set his grinning Arab assistants
promptly to work, clearing away the
rubble from the ditch into which he
had unwittingly stumbled. "Das vas
der luckiest schpill ever getooken py
man," was what Schliepmann told
me later. "First all ve finds is pot
sherds, though. Pah! I schpvit on pot
sherds! Der schientister-man, he fits
two, three potsherds into each odder,
unt he says 'Ja! Das ist ben ein NeoBabylonian immigrant kultur, circa
580 B.C.! Me, I vouldn't wipe mine
tuch on potsherds. I dig up any zem,
I grind zem unter mine boot, like 20!
Potsherds'. Feh<"
Having delivered this lively ex
cathedra assessment of traditionbound archaeological shibboleths,
Schliepmann went on to describe the
magnificent discovery that victorious

ly justified a long, thankless career of
enthusiastic excavations around the
Holy Land: a pair of sandals once
worn by Ow Lord Jesus Christ! "I find
dem next py dis vierd metallik doo
hickey I don't know vot it's for," he
explained to me, showing a curious
artifact indeed, of which more pres
ently. "But looky here," he went on
in hushed tones, as if fearing eaves
droppers. "See, der name, der name
is burnt onto dem leather schlippers:
Jesus] Vot more I got to say?"
What more, indeed! The hermeti
cally-sealed minds of self-styled "ar
chaeological scientists" and others
with vested interests to jealously pro
tect—those who inevitably must re
sent the discovery of this invaluable
trove by a "mere" amateur, when all
their highly-financed and officiallyrecognized excavations have failed to
unearth anything more impressive
than broken dishes and cuneiform
laundry lists—these "authorities"
may nervously repudiate Schliepmann's discovery as just another "un
authorized dig," but those with un
derstanding unclouded by institution
alized dogma—can they not only re
gard Schliepmann's artifacts as har
bingers of a revolutionary new dimen
sion in our understanding of Man
and his past?!
Regard the sandals, first of all, of
which I possess the only existing pho
tograph. Frantic objections will in
evitably be raised here, by anxious
apologists Cor both the scientific and
religious' establishments, as to their
authenticity, of course. (How strange
that these supposedly antithetical
i Need I even comment on these "religions" call
ing themselves Judeo-Christian?

disciplines should unite so solidly
every time a disinterested third party
proposes to ventilate the Truth. How
strange, and how very revealing!)
"Where were these artifacts uncov
ered?" they will quibble. "At what
precise level of stratigraphy? In how
close a contiguity to what, if any, oth
er artifacts of which historical period?
What equipment did Herr Schliep
mann employ? Which system of clas
sification was used? What were his
'professional qualifications' to pre
sume to make a find of this unparal
leled magnitude? What prestigious
university or respected industrial
megolith lent their indispensable im
primatur to this unorthodox under
taking?" 2 What cant! What errant
dissimulation! When grey-bearded
scientists and dark-frocked clergy so
blatantly conspire in a splitting of
such immaterial hairs, then even an
"unauthorized outsider" may detect
the rank stench of corruption. What
are these people trying so desperately
to suppress?
Easy as it is to object to Schliep
mann, it is,thankfully,even more easy
to dispense with objecting to him
since Truth may be determined by
simple inspection of the sandals of
which I possess the only existing pho
tograph! Ordinary deductive logic,
shorn of all doctrinal complications,
-And what of certain finds which were accom
plished tinder such "indispensable" patronage?
What of the strange "dry cell batteries" found in
the -III stratum of Ba'albek? What of the peculiar
teflon-like pottery Sound in some southwestern
Pueblo settlements? What about rows upon rows
of perfectly-preserved Egyptian mummies discov
ered in "deep freeze" storage on the Spitsbergen
glaciers? Why have these officially funded excava
tions been so ruthlessly suppressed from public
knowledge? Perhaps we must he thankful that Hans
Schliepmann was, after all, "only" an "amateur"!
continued
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RETURN OF THE ATLANTEAN VOYAGERS after 6,000-year absence was given "front-page" treatment in the arts of
all ancient societies, from whose ruins I made the only existing copies. Would they enjoy such a well-publicized reception
in this "demythological" day and age?

ANTHROPOLOGISTS BLATANTLY IGNORE disturb
ing technological similarities among so-called "primitive"
peoples separated by thousands of miles and aeons of his
tory. How can the pipe dream of "Independent Invention"
be stretched so thin as to accommodate these ineffable and
ubiquitous so-called "coincidences"? The final victory of the
Diffusionists is fast approaching—with the physical demon
stration of Atlantean intervention in human affairs!

JSVS: Proudly inscribed in vigorous Roman characters,
these sandals strongly indicate that Our Lord was not Jew
ish, for otherwise surely He would have signed His Name
in traditional Hebrew test. Artifact at right seems to have
been crafted using metallurgical techniques supposedly un
known until Benvenuto Cellini invented lost-wax casting in
the fifteenth century A.D.!
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continued

impels the correct conclusion. Who
would wear these particular sandals,
after all, in 33 A.D. Palestine? One
would naturally expect them to con
form with the phenotypical SyroSemitic foot, at least, and be short
and broad, but quite the opposite ac
tually obtains! The owner of these
sandals enjoyed -a foot 24.765 centi
meters long by precisely 7.62 centi
meters wide, for a Uniform Pedal
Ratio of 3.25—whereas according to
statistics compiled at the University
of Nuremburg in 1940, your typical
Jew exhibits a much closer ratio of
2.01. But wait a minute! Foot ratios
of 3.06 and above are characteristic
exclusively of the "Indo-Aryan"
races, to wit, High Germans, Scan
dinavians, and some Finns! Can it
be that Jesus, as so many have brave
ly suggested, was not a Jew at all,
but an Aryan?
Look again at Hans Schliepmann's
wonderful sandals. Is any other con
clusion justifiable? Is any other con
clusion decent? Would you dare come
to any other conclusion? Huh? Would
you?
And now for the other, even more
mysterious artifact: a flat, strangely
rectangular object, about 5.75 by 2.5
by 1.25 centimeters, weighing perhaps
54 grams. Wrought of some peculiar
ferrous alloy, it was badly caked with
immemorial oxidation when I saw it,
just for a brief moment, but long
enough to recognize that it consisted
of two working sections—and one sec
tion had been pried away from the
other far enough to expose within a
super-sophisticated arrangement of
working parts of which I possess the
only existing photograph! But before
I had a chance to inspect the object
at length, unhappily, Hans Schliepmann left to conduct a historic dig
far up on mysterious Mount Ararat
in Turkey and, "oddly," was never
heard from again! All he left me was
this only existing photograph, pub
lished here for the first time.
To essay any informed guess as to
the nature and function of this fas
cinating mechanism, other document
ed facts must here be briefly intro
duced. Jesus was an Aryan. This has
been settled beyond question. The ap
pearance of this tall, blond, intelli
gent, personable, and wise blue-eyed
stranger in the Oriental world must
have provoked quite a controversy
among its short, dark, low-visaged,
primitive, dirty inhabitants—as in
deed it did! Of course, Indo-Aryan
Goths were not unknown in Judea,
generally figuring as top-flight mili
tary men, known for their tactical
brilliance and lightning swiftness of
attack in the Roman occupation
forces, yet here was one that moved
about unarmed, telling wonderful
stories, asking probing questions, per

forming impossible miracles,3 bring
ing national unity, making the cara
vans run on time, and getting rid of
money changersl Where did he come
from?
Here we come upon the important
question about Jesus* ministry on
earth: Was He a Cytherean space
man?
In the year 9007 B.C. , the continent
of Atlantis, civilization's "fatherland
mass," sank beneath the waves "af
ter a single day and night of misfor
tune," as Plato clearly reports in his
Timaeus. Only a remnant of the tall,
blond, blue-eyed masters of Atlantis,
proprietors of Gaia ("Earth") es
caped the awful cataclysm. The facts
are there in Plato for anyone to read
them: how the great, wise, and benef
icent Atlanteans, having developed a
space age technology that rendered
human labor obsolete, freed their
slaves and settled them in Europe,
North Africa, and Asia Minor; how
they encouraged these backward and
benighted Celts, Negroids, and even
Semites to establish their own primi
tive "civilizations," and exacted only
the most moderate tokens of tribute;
and how the renegade (and probably
part Semitic) Athenians' repaid their
noble eleemosynary efforts by sabo
taging the colossal machinery that
kept Atlantis afloat in the ocean, de
stroying thereby the so-called "myth
ological" Golden Age!
On Gaia, the only Atlanteans to'
survive this treachery were the over
seer garrisons on the Scandinavian
peninsula who, cut off from their
sophisticated technological culture,
lapsed gradually into noble savagery.
But a civilization as technological as
Atlantis had surely the power to
travel to other planets in this solar
system, if not to the stars themselves:
the second planet from the Sun they
called Cytherea, and there they had
long ago established an Atlantean
colony.
But hold it! It seems the planet
Cytherea ("Venus") has supposedly
been ordained "uninhabitable" by
3 No one can deny that Jesus performed at least
fifty-two well-documented "miracles." Loaves into
fishes, water into wine, walking on wafer, defolia
tion of fig trees, a host of cures both psychiatric
and physical—all proving that He possessed some
inkling, at least, of space age advances in physics
and medicine! Again we must be thankful that the
eorly Christians were not the "enlightened theo
logians" of today, who would reject these trans
mutations and cures as so much "hearsay"—as if
(he feeding of five thousand people from five
"loaves" and two "fishes" could be termed "hear
say" just because the gospel writers possessed (he
only existing eyewitness accounts!
-1 Atlantis signifies, of course, "realm o£ Atlas,"
upon whom the succession devolved from his father
Hephaestus, or "Vulcan," husband of Aphrodite,
the Greek version of Babylonian Cytherea(l),
cognate with the Sumerian "Queen of Heaven"
Anatha, who was adopted by the Greeks as
Athena, patron goddess of the Athenians, thus
proving irrefutable grounds for my contention that
the Greeks wanted to prove their Nordic inheri
tance even before the Dorian invasion of 1200 B.C.!
But couldn't. And still can't!

our world's unimpeachable astrophysical community''5 : they have
agreed to endow her with a ferocious
surface temperature of 400 to 500 de
grees centigrade, and as if that weren't
enough, these solons gravely report
that her atmosphere is 97 percent
COL,. Not 95 percent or 98 percent,
mind you, but 97 percent on the nose".
This, when their very own hired cos
monauts bubblingly admit in public
that from a few thousand miles above
the stratosphere, Gaia itself looks en
tirely barren and forbidding. 7 Whom
are they trying to fool? Would the At
lanteans, of all people, establish a
flourishing colony on some over-heat
ed seltzer bottle? Would they? Who's
kidding whom?
Of course, the Cytherean colony,
in comparison with the lately-sun
dered home base, possessed a rela
tively less developed technology:
spacecraft of a size and sophistica
tion to maintain regular intercourse
with Gaia were lacking, and perforce
had to be painfully redeveloped from
the materials at hand on Cytherea.
Anyone who tries to construct even a
simple Apollo lunar landing, com
mand, and service module system
from nothing but a giant vat of hot
carbon dioxide will have an inkling of
the monumental dimensions of the
task! It took centuries of concentrated
effort. In the meantime, the feeble
slave civilizations of the earth disin
tegrated into a wandering, rootless
chaos, strewn with pitifully squalid
agricultural efforts here and there—
the so-called "Neolithic Era."
The appearance of Cytherean
spaceships in our heavens on scout
ing missions prompted the artistic
and technological renaissance of the
Fourth Millenium B.C. Strange flying
saucer-like images appeared on wall
paintings in Egypt, Europe, and
South America; the Pyramids were
built (with Cytherean antigravity as
sistance) 8 in an effort to reach up and
coax down those strange silent visi
tors who had left so long" ago. The
collective racial subconscious of all
Atlantean-descended "Indo-Aryans"
was stirred, the manufacture of bronze
was remembered, and the wonderful
civilizations of Egypt, Mesopotamia,
5 Whose world-wide "coincidental" propensity for
gabardine topcoats speaks for itself!
" If you catch my drift.
7 One such.glorified mechanic was Virgil Grissom
(yes, Virgil!), who is reputed to have spoken of
sishting the "Great Silver Wheel" at 750 kilo
meters— shortly before his suspicious murder at
Capo Canaveral.
s How else did those three-ton blocks get carved
out of those limestone cliffs, carried to Tell-elAramana, and hoisted into a 138-meter-high struc
ture that just incidentally sharpens steel blades—
proof that the Egyptians possessed steel!—ampli
fies the power of prayer, keeps eggs fresh forever,
and provokes telepathic visions in even the subthreshold psychic? To impute nil this to Hebrew
day-labor merely beggars the credulity—and may
well insult those who actually accomplished the
work!

continued on page 90
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SO-CALLED "FERTILITY IDOL" of the anom
alously light-pigmented cannibals of Gowaynow
seems to be a hybrid achieved through artificial
crossbreeding techniques unknown as yet to mod
ern science. But of course, it has to be a mere
"fertility idol"!

IT IS KNOWN AS PACT that Jesus'
wanderings in the Wilderness of Judea
(skeptics please ref. Matt. 4:7-11; Mark
1:12-13; and Luke 4:1-13!) took Him on
an extraordinarily complicated path.
Above is a representation of this path,
as retraced through painstaking effort.
Seen from about eighty-two miles above,
it resolves into a distinct portrait, said
to eerily resemble the profile of Joseph
ben Caiapbas, heirophant of the Jeru
salem Sanhedrin. Was Jesus carrying a
radioactive tracer element on His jour
ney, broadcasting this first "wanted pos
ter" to Watchers high above?

SUPPRESSED PHOTO of the Moon's
so-called "Dark Side," smuggled out of
Russia by expatriate physical scientist
Prof. Valerie Menchikoff, reveals obvi
ously artificial formation near Sea of
Socialist Vindication. Is it a sign from
the Watchers, welcoming Mankind into
the Age of the Universe?

CYTHEREAN SPACEMAN, of whom
I possess the only existing photograph?
The authentic name of the planet we
call "Venus" is actually Cythere, after
the Assyrian fertility goddess. Its Atlan
tis-descended inhabitants greatly resent
the appellation "Venus" being applied to
their Sacred Homeland: would we enjoy
being labeled a "Venereal population"?
Nor is substitution of Venus' Greek
equivalent any more acceptable to them:
Will we say Jesus preached an "Aphro
disiac Doctrine"? How long will the soidisant "enlightened scientists" of our
planet Earth continue this impudent and
malicious slander of their betters?

X

THE AUTHOR AT THE SCHLIEPMANN DIG: Nearby
Capernaum, Jesus' base of operations, looks across the beau
tiful Lake of Galilee into the awesome Dead Sea valley,
400 feet below sea level, the only phenomenon of its kind
known on this or any other hitherto-charted planet! When
will "Organized Science" attempt to penetrate the disturb
ing and well-known supernatural phenomena surrounding
the Dead Sea? Not soon, we fear!

"WELCOME HOME, SISTERS OF ATLANTIS," this
jolly fellow is obviously saying, waving his loincloth in a
happy greeting. Visible from miles in the air over the famed
Salisbury Plain (Stonehenge, etc.), our impressive "Chalk
Giant" charmed the tall, blond, blue-eyed beauties of
Cytherea.
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ENTER

NEW71MES

WIN-A-THING
SWEEPSTAKES

GRAND PRIZEAVOLKSWAGEN'THING'
237 OTHER GREAT
THINGS YOU CAN WIN
2nd PRIZE: Kawasaki
lOOcc G-5 Motorcycle
3rd PRIZE: JVC Stereo
Components
VL 5 TunMiile VR 5F>O!S AM FM re

4th PRIZES: 10 Bowmar
MX-90 Pocket Electronic
Calculators
5th PRIZES: 25 Sets of ten
stereo LP's from Atlantic
Records.
6th PRIZES: 200 $25 Gift
Certificateslor Landlubber
Jeans & Tops

Here's your half-price chance to subscribe to the one news magazine
with the guts to call dumb dumb, crooked crooked, and dirty dirty.

NEW TIMES
THE FEATURE NEWS MAGAZINE

Who needs a feature news magazine?
You do.......If you really care what's going on in
this country. NEW TIMES is completely different
from the old news magazines. We're "The Feature
News Magazine" and we're not about to hide our
emotions under a blanket of grey, anonymous
group journalism.
NEW TIMES doesn't stop at the top of the news.
We illuminate the dark underside of the news, too
—with stories on discrimination at the Supreme

Court or an investigation into the twilight world of
bisexuality.
Movies, music, fads, the arts, the cults—they're
all ways into America's head. So we write about
these, too, with the special insights that come from
being part of the generation that's shaping the new
lifestyle.
You could say we're halfway between TIME and
ROLLING STONE. Fine. That's probably where the
future is going to be found. Why not join us at the
Special Introductory Rate of 1 year—26 issues—
for $6. (Just 1/2 the regular rate.) If the card is
missing, you may enter the sweepstakes by writing
to: NEW TIMES, Box 2948. Boulder. Colorado
80302. We also hope you will subscribe to NEW
TIMES, however, NO PURCHASE IS REQUIRED.
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WRlffiN BY £[> BLUESrONt
VOU RE £I6HT,MGM. ALL I
PIP WAS CHEVV6RAPE&UM,
'th UNUSUALLY
A

WHAT IS (T, POGToe? W I'M AFRA1P NOT, THE LAP MAS
JUST A NORMAL
g LEUKEMIA. HE'LL BE DEAD IN
A MONTH. I'P EXPLAIN THE
TREATMENTS AVAILABLE, 8UT I
/fflftWYOU COULPN'TAFFORP
THEM
fetl

WAVE THE BOY
EXAMINE P,
MELEN,

WELL.IVE60TTO RUM.
W SOME PEOPLE ARE )/ 60O,
I'M LATE F-ORMYSON'S I LUCKIER TWANUS iN // HOO.
tlTTLE LEAGUE GAME. I £VEKY WAY.
/
BOO,
THAT KIP HAS GOT A
._ ~~ _——-^ \ WOO.

WANK L .' SAY. WOULP YOU LIKE TO COME / NO THANKS. 1 PON T
/OU FOR
\l TO THE 6AME?THAT SOY OF / THINK WE'RE IN THE
EVERYTHIN6 \\MlN6 IS REALLV/SfVSBUWAiS J
MOOP FOG LITTLE
POCTOC,
/ V ///S POTENTIAL.
^/'^ LEA6UE.I««J«? 5O8,

5*/«V£,

JNPEESTANP.JU6T
THOUGHT I MI6HT
SET YOU TO CW^

FRlENP.
TO RAISE A &OYTO &E

HEALTHY BECAUSE

BILLY MU6T KNOW SUBCONSCIOUSLY
HE
nc. ^ 6OIN6 TO Pl£, &UT HE WOULP
NEVER COMPLAIN OR SvEN WORM
OUT OP ONE OF HIS
LET'S PO
SPECIAL

YOU'RE RI6HT,
HELEN. I'LL TALK
TO TME BOY.

.ANYTHING
iN THE

THIS YEAR'S THEME IS THE NUTCRACKER
SUITE. THEY'RE 6ONNA HAVE BEAKS
ON SKATES,DAIRIES ON SKATES,
RQPENTS OH SKAT£S,
CANDY CANES-&UT
Z*. f^^V
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continued
WHAT IS K.APAMS.'l'K A

BUSY MAM, AND you

SWQULP 6E WE>1,SCRAPtfit£i
SUM OFF THEFtOOK
QF-AAV BUS T£KMf*AL
I'M ?AYIN6 VOU

WELL YOU SEE SIR. MY SON,
BILLY 16 6O.N6 TO PIE OF
LEUKEMIA N£xr MONTH. AND iF I
COULD BOCltoW$15,rP TAKE HIM
TO THE ICE CAPAPES, WHICH
TWS TMIN6 HE'0 LIKE TO PO/ViOST
TME
BARTO*/, W££P,
MOAN.bWP,

TME
W0P.K1N6 TO6ETHg.g
I'P LAV THE OLP 'VWN OFF IF
THERE WAS NO 6UM ON .
THE

MS, BARTON, HE'S 60INS
JS75TO TAKE MIMTO THE
/C CAPA0£S. I'LL

vou BACK WITH

AMP FORFEIT Aiy
f>£fl(SIOH

: HE'S THAT KIP OF
YOURS WHO
£S vVAL<5
MYT£g/W/NAL. YOU KNOW
HOW I PEEL ABOUT GUM
FlOO/t,
ESPECIALLY GK4f>£.

88OK£NA1E P0WN,

MAN WOULP se SAVING POP

INSTEAPOF
PON'TCO/W
WITH >OUl? MftNP OUT WHEN ITS TIME TO
ff£TIR£. MV LAWVERS WILL
UP TME PAP£f?6.

THIS
flCE A SMASHS£UOl/r
I ONLY MAV£ TICKETS
FOR

M6HT.

VOU'LL
S16NIN6 AWAV
A /!»T PENSION
TO COLLECT THIS
15 A
REFUNPABLE

I CAN'T WAIT!
THIS IS GONNA BE

PERSON
BOUGHT

I \VISM WE 6OULP 6O

EVEI? MINP.
I'LL TA<£ THREE
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LOOK, TME ICE
15
AU WATEKY. I
TMINK ITS

PONT WOR(?y.
THEY'LL FIX IT.

WHAT IP THEY PONT!
WHAT IF

//: i WANT TO SEE

BEARS ON SKAT£S,

15 REPUCEP TO A MASSIVE PUPDLE, (?EV£rtLIN6 A VAST MAZE OF V6LY P/PES.
I WANT* TO SEE FAMES
ON SKAT£St ££L£ ON
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I'M SORRY
ANP PAP I 60T
EXCITEP BECAUSE
OF THIS SUPPF.N
TUAf I

WHIMPER
MOAN.

HUSH FALLS OVER TME 6POWP.
. . . OPPINARILV, WE P REFtlNP /OUR
MONEV ANP SEU VOL) TICKETS

ANOTHER Ni6Ht BUT BECAUSE mis is

PIDN T HAVE
MANY GOQP
TWES

W£'f?E

MON£/ ANP
ON TH£ PIP£S. A
50% IM RETURN FOR ft -SU6HT
Of A£STH£TtC$.

QUIET,
TMEV'RE MAKIN6
AN ANNOUNCE/VlENT
OMTME PA

ANYTWM&. I TWIMK
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Maybe it's because we began about five years ago mostly as
a journal of contemporary music.
Maybe it's because practically everybody in the music
business carries that latest issue around.
Maybe it's because we have a tabloid newsprint format like
an underground newspaper.
Whatever the reason, at least several million prospective
readers—probably including you—have the wrong idea about
ROLLING STONK!
We think it's about time you found out thai ROLLING STONE
is much much more than just a music magazine and miles
above ihc underground. It's a bi-weekly trip to the head, heart,
and soul of contemporary America.
We're pioneering in a new kind of journalism, as different
from the establishment press as The Grateful Dead are from
Lawrence Welk. It's intensely personal. .. frankly biased . . .
endlessly curious . .. sensibly paranoid . .. totally irreverent.
We're printing stuff the uptight hidebound establishment
press is neglecting, overlooking, avoiding, misunderstanding,
or laundering. But it's so first-rate that we're beginning to
attract readers over 30 who don't own a record player!
Here's a glimpse of what you've been missing ,. .

Tom Wolfe's extraordinary Collective Unspoken
monologue of the Astronauts' Remorse.

Andy WarhoPs day-long tape recording'of a fascinating
conversation with Truman Capote.
Hunter S. Thompson takes his celebrated "fear and loath
ing" from Las Vegas and the Campaign Trial to the Superbowl.
Jane Fonda's recent visit to devastated North Vietnam and
Viet Cong territory.
The case against Kissinger.
An exclusive interview with Daniel Ellsberg, who explained
his life in secret government, his decision to leak the Pentagon
Papers, and Nixon's obsession with destroying him.
The inside story of the man who rigged the Equity Funding
Co. computer to steal $2,2 billion.
Richard Goodwin's proposals for dismantling the
presidency.
Mrs. Brown's greatest hits - some 400 compositions
dictated to her by the spirits of 15 late great composers.
Don't just stand there. Mail the reply card for a year's
subscription (26 issues) at the special introductory saving
shown. Then if the first issue doesn't turn you on, you can
drop out just by dropping us a line.

Why is
the most misunderstood
magazine in America?
JBy MIcfMirvt I*. Goodurfn
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#£)<T MORWNG, ^ TELLS WS PARENTS OF HfS
STRANGE VtStOM...
—————————————————————— vxn,
OH, rts.ni'jr-.,
FRANK, - u^i^/ ^t\-t-, rit- rmix
HE'S SO YOLJN©/ /MAYBE IT WAsU TLINA FISH CASSEROLE
SOMETHING HE ATE / r~ ri^_ LAST NI0HT...

THAT SAME AFTSRMOOM, 7&DP REPOGT& TO

MARTHA, NO &ON OF " PAP'S PISHT MOW. IT'S MY

MINE is ooiN«3 TO

CHRISTIAN PUTY.

BE A (SOP- C^PiSER.' / ANC?ANYWAY, (TSflYS
IHTH5 BIBLE, "MANY
ARE CALL£P0UT FEW ARE^

ANPAFTSR. PASSING A RIGOROUS PHYSICAL EXAM.

LORD IS

SHEPHERD

I SHALL NOT WANT

HEMAKETHMETO

LIE DOWN IK GRSEN

PASTURES. Ve/i< TU nh. r-

TAKE IT eASY, KIP.

'MONLV LOOKING
CATARACTS

HE TAKES THE SALVATION
ARMY OATH.

VO VOLI SWEAR TO

Wf NEXT F£W MONTHS., TOPP GOES THROUGH THE RU6&ZP SAL VAT/OM
TRAINING THAT TURNS 6OP& CH/LPff£NINTO CHR/ST/AN SOLPte#£...

GOP 5LE5S YOU, CAN'T 1 TURN THE CTHEI3 "N
FIGHT RLMPCM,
TO THE BEST OF YOJR ) YOU TELL YOUR LEFT
ABILITY, 5O HELP __J/ FROM YOUR RIGHT ?
GDP?,%

WHAT, ARE YOU ALL
BY THE PEVIL ? YOU LCC>K LIKE
THE 6APARENE SWINE /
ONWARP,,,
G2 NATIONAL LAMPOON
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PON'T PLAY WITH THE
RUMMIES' POfNTOUT
TO THEM THE ERROR
OF THEIR WAY5/ MAKE
MIN
HEARTS

THIS IS A DISGRACE / THERE&
DOGGONE THI5 CONSARN ARMY,
ENOUGH DUST UNDER HERE
I WAS- JU5-T 5TANP1W& THERE MEPITATIN6
FOR OUR LORP TO
WITH A COUPLE OF ©UVS WHEN THE PA6BLAME
CREATE A POZEN
SER6EANT COMES UP TO US ANP SAYS/I WANT
THREE MEN WHO FEEL A CALL FOR THE
KITCHEN MINISTRY,

you, YOU ANP you ("} mu, Hg Tap ME

THIS IS MY RIFLE,
THIS
15 FOR FISHTINS,
THE OTHER I'LL
SHUN/

ANP A<5 TOPP FtNPS OUT WH&N H£ f?£-p0PT6 TO
MASKING NSWYO&K, THOSE WHO PO HADN'T GOT LON& TO WAIT &£/=£>&£
HONE^HT, <?HIR, IT WASH yOJ'RE THROUGH' THEY FACE AM £V£N 5TeRM£R
AR£A WE'LL
JU5HT WATER, AND THEN I WANT YOU ON
INTO IS ONE OF THE WORST PARTS OF THE BDWEPY, SO IT'6 NOT
THE FIRST BUS
^HRI^HT APPEAREP IN
SOIN6 TO BE A PIECE OF MANNA,PUT I KNOW YOU'LL ALL COME
OUT OF HERE
THI5H VI5HIOW ANP HE
THROUGH JUST FINE. THE OPfl?AT/ON /=^
(TOMORROW/
MUSHTHAVETURNEP
IT INTO
WILL 6E6IN AT C^OO ANP IT'LL
IT WA5H A
FULL WINTER COMBAT SEAP. THAT
MIRACLE
LET US PRAY/
EVERYONE

NEXT MORNING, ON THE
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THEV'RE
HOLEP UP IN
THOSE CXP
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&\R, I THINK I £AN
AROUND FRCW BEHIND, AND
SLIP IN AND CLEAN OUT .
THAT PEN OF (NICPUITV/7
, BUT PONT
TAKE ANY CHANCES.
SER<3EANT,(3£TTHIS
/MAN A
AND A PROTECTIVE

veer/

THAT
AWAITS

you/
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MANA&E &&PWN CYMCAL
r>C PtifcnUE r/Mf?^ A HANr>P/i

,
HUNTER /
I'M PUTTING YOU /W
FOR TH6

L-/i/(zis/riff/v rwt,t-f/v<^* «At /l/f THE CffUSAPMG

CHR/ST/AN

fff&T/4*r/\' ;'^\v

^"jijFVf^
*«*^/ m **

^'

A* roWAR,
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One of the all-time great utility men,Billy
vthe writer of Clyde McPhatter's hit,"LoverPlease."
He's also the man who produced Tony Joe
White's biggie/'Polk Salad Annie."When Kris
Kristofferson needed a bass player to tour with, Billy got the
nod.Now he's hot with his own hit,"l Can Help"and many
more just as good on his new album.
Bristol,Tennessee born and raised.a distant
cousin to KennyDave got noticed by our scouts with
his first album and"Pieces of April"a tune Three Dog
Night took over the top. A seasoned professional,
he started his career with $L25~a-night gigs at age 5.
'Please Come to Boston'established him as a man to
listen to,and Apprentice (In a Musical Workshop)"
his new album, showcases his powerful talent.
His name tells you the boy's got breeding. 19
years old.six feet tall,baby blues.His troubadour
voice and sensitive songs on his first album, Allan
Rich" tell you the rest. One of the first to recognize
his potential was Dad Charlie, who recorded three
of his sons tunes. Writing his first song at age 15,
Allan was enticed to trade in his amateur standing to turn pro, much to
music fans'delight.

Billy Swan Dave Logging Allan Rich.
The future belongs to them. On Epic and Monument Records

Monument distributed by Columbia/Epic Records

"Also available on tape
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Frogs Fly over the Rainbow
Why, then, oh why can't I?

Hail to thee, blithe Spirit!
Frog thou never wert,
That from Heaven, or near it,

Pourest thy full blurt
In profuse blasts of ether

cool and smoothly girt.

Higher still and higher
From the earth thou floatest
Like a cloud of mire;
The blue deep thou bloatest,
And bloating still dost croak,
and croaking ever bloatest.
—Percy Bysshe Shelley
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by Susan and Rob Hoffman,
Martha and Chet Flippo,
Diana Dozier, Sue Doherty,
Greg Curtis, and E J. O'Rourke
Illustrated by Wayne McLaughlin,
Peter Kleinman, and Alan Rose

1957 Ford Thundcrfrog
But the bullfrog still beguiling all my sad soul into smiling.
Straight 1 wheeled a cushioned scat in front of Erog and bust
and door;
Then, upon the velvet sinking, 1 betook myself to linking
Fancy unto fancy, thinking whal this ominous frog of yore—
What this grim, ungainly, ghastiy, gaunt, and ominous frog of yore
Meant in croaking "Nevermore."
—Edgar Allan Poc
"The Bullfrog"

Hand-Carved
Bavarian Croak-Croak Clock

Frog Shot

e

VIENNESE STYLE
INTERNATIONAL RECIPES

"^lEI«5JS§
WITH A SEASONED SAUCE
BURBOTS. PBS, AND LIMft BEftNS
-.. - ^
sauce In concentrated form

A

A NO VEL By

»

"

HAMPER, LEE

NETWT.100Z.
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Linda Frog
Johnson

FROGS

s you jumpy.

3. 1963. SP Evan Hunter. O/o story by Daphne Du Maurier.
ROD Alfred Hitchcock. Ul. STARS Tippi Heclren, Rod Taylor,
a Tandy, Suzanne Pleshette, Veronica Cartwright, Ethel
s.
Hitchcock takes his own elusive time, in this triumph of
istaste Flick genre, as a rich, pretty girl, played by Tippi
n, meets stalwart, manly Rod Taylor in San Francisco and then
sively hops in her car and drives up the coast to his home
5, where she meets his possessive mother, Jessica Tandy, a
ly jealous teacher, Suzanne Pfeslieite, and his sister, Veronica
right. All this takes a good forty minutes or so, serenely, with
frogs hopping in and out. Then—splat! Whatever on earth
.ymbolizing, the Master of the Rather Unpleasant unleashes
/ bothersome pjague of frogs on the community and the
e slips into a brilliant, mild repellentoess.

Charlie (Great Frog) Parker
TV"
We must not make a searcioad of the law,
Setting it up to lear the frogs of prey,
And let it keep one shape, till custom make it
Their lily pud, not their terror.
—William Shakespeare

Measure, for Measure
Act II, scene I

SWEET
FROG
OF
YOUTH
TENNESSEE WIUl-IAIVIS

Robert E. Stroud, the Frogman of Alcatraz, who used his long confinement in
Federal prison to become a scholar and
scientific authority on frogs and toads.
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Jonathan
Stickysweet
Treacle

.Jonathan
Livingston

by RICHARD •
BLAH

Jonathan
Livingston
Senile

Jonathan
Livingston
Seconal

by RICHARD
BACH, JR.

by RICHARD
BACH, SR.

byRISHERD
BOGC

Johnathan
Lavelle
Hawk
:

Jonathan
Livingseed'

Jonathan
AC/D-

Jonathan
Hammer

by THE
PENTAGON

by HONOR
BACK

a sob story

an inoperative story

Sequel •
'
another story

an old story

Seagull

Semen

a life story

a fairy tale

,

by RIKI
BACH

a bedtime stofy

And Sickle
a manifesto
by COMRADE
R. BACH

****)•>,

r#-.
John
Fitzgerald'
Sitting Duck

Yohanan
Livingstein

Shekel

Joinusin <
Hangingcoons
Kleagle

Washington
Jefferson

by EARL
WARREN

fey RICHARD
BACHBERG

by RICHARD
BACHLASH

by RICHARD
BLACK

Martin
Bormann

Johann
Sebastian

Siegheil
a putsch

Bach
a fugue

Doctor
Livingstone
Seagull?
a quest.

Jonathan
Livingston
Spiegel

by RICARD
BOCK

by LIVINGSTON
SEAGULL

by RICHARD
STANLEY

by MAIL

a cover story
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such a story

a klaven
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Sickle Cell

a case history

a catalogue

National Lampoon
1974
New
Year's
Resolutions
Seventy-five Articles and Items that We Vowed Not to Publish
Reprinted from the original files. Compiled by P. J. O'Rourke.

Well, Mr. Seven-tenths-of-a-car-.96-stereo-three-sport-coated-20.4-yearold-Average-Reader-in-your-sixth-semester-at-a-second-rate-college-in-themidwest, another year has flown. And, despite your every solemn self-promise,
you bagged the Poly Sci final, fudged your Bio notebooks, saved exactly
fifty-one dollars from the summer job, haven't asked the Tri-Delt out yet,
jogged around South Quad exactly twice before you gave it up, and you're
still putting1 the pork sword to that acned townie waiting tables at the Speed
Munch even though you know sooner or later you'll be paying her bus fare
to the Big Apple for a welfare womb flush. So, go ahead, light up a Marlboro,
indulge all your bad habits (it's O.K.—no one's looking—just don't wipe it off
your finger on this magazine, please); we're under no illusions about where
it's at with your New Year's resolutions.
We, on the other hand, gave ourselves an enormous raise (and lowered
our free-lance rates), increased our cover price two times, doubled our adver
tising revenue, had a lovely time in the Virgin Islands with our friend Skipper
Lee (he has an air-conditioned squash court), won (collectively) $7,325 play
ing backgammon, learned French, didn't miss a single Bobby Short concert,
and otherwise fulfilled every little obligation we'd made to ourselves at the
advent of the New Year including our pledge not to print the sundry features
listed below. But don't take our word for it; simple perusal of a complete
volume of 1974 National Lampoons ($12 f.o.b. New York) will prove we're as
good as our word.

&The_Indiana Triangle

The Editors

The Sensuous Art of Child
Molestation. McGonnachie
buses take the wrong
and O'Rourke have done a
turn, second class mail
disappears without a
l.ot of research. Say they
trace, etc. Henry Beard's V have to get it jujst_right
^T*'.maybe 12-page spread
idea.
but needs much more backBury My Mineral Rights at
ground work. Got a couple
Wounded Knee
of great kids, 7 & 9(Legal hassles??) No sweat
with parents per se (both
-Gosa -Boosa Ho-va. The_Mob
junkies
$800 does it.
Sguad. Hip young members
State laws?), Gross has
of the Mafia. They relate
plenty of photos already.
to the new life-style
Agrees, needs more work,
(sign of the Black Head).
much more work. Going for
Like, they don't think
perfect accuracy, accuracy
everything that organized
very important. Have it in
crime does is groovy at
a couple of months
all. (PJ's)

®

funny stuff probably in
the captions but gotta
wait on the art.
Dylan Thomas under Waterme.lon (Sean)
'Sendra's Putsch. TV sitcom, German-American lives
next door to a Pollack
all the hilarious different ways the German tries
to take over the Pole's
living room (maybe a
Russian family lives on
the other side, keeps
dashing into the kitchen?)
wants ^p
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sign_cover and call it
Nigger)i
continued
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Ho Chi Minh's Heroes. Sitcom in North Viet POW camp

rian
Songs that can
be played on only the
shite keys

Fibber McGee__and Mai Lai.
"Closet Gong"
every
time Fibber opens the door
he gets impaled on punji
"brooms, etc., etc. PJ's

Chicano Bananas
Doug)
mos & X-53 (Miller)

(he's got lots more

The Law of Thermodynamics
(John Weidman & Beard).
Like "Law of the Jungle"
but more thorough. Man
gets hauled into Physics
Court after it's discovered that his system of
constant mass has lost
more kinetic energy than
it passed to its environment. His friends post a
Molecular Bond and his
lawyer argues for an acquittal, citing the precedent of Entropy vs. the
Universe (£06° Cent. 45)
but, in the end, he's convicted and. _given_a sentence of VMSJTto life.

HB, I don't know if we can
make a whole issue of it
or not but if Cortes's
cattle had got loose instead of his horses, all
the Indians would have
ridden cows.
_ pj
Hendra's Jokies
addicted to humor ("H"),
just can't stop..."barrel
of monkeys on their backs"
"mockings" in Central Park
...going to "Humornon" to
kick the habit
78 NATIONAL LAMPOON

musical: Boy meets
girl, boy loses girl, boy
loses leg, boy gets part
of girl "back...but it's
the part that counts.
Hendra thinks maybe real
stage show (another Lemmings?) Songs: "Mai Lai ^J
May Call You," "I'm Gonna^
Wash What's Left of that
Man Right Outta My Hair"
and_ so on *fr/e fite Eyj'f- "ffn

Avenue Caddy Gangs
ride around in their
"hogs." Wear tuxedo jackets
with the arms torn off.
Cut people up (behind
Nuclear war between contheir backs). Fight with
enting adults
thin gold watch chains.
Girl members have to "pull
Tess of the Bonnevilles^ ' a train of thought." Tattoos: "Born to Raise Bids
to Four No-Trump"

@>
Moses Freaks.

Gone with Big Minh (PJ).
Historical novel, set in
the South during Civil
War. Fiery "Vivein Leh"
will do anything to save
"Thara," the family rice
paddy. Has tempestuous
affair with unscrupulous
war profiteer. Big scene
where Hue burns in background
"carpet bombers'1

s
'

"10 Ways,"
"Honk if you love money."
Imagine what it would be
like if it were a bunch of
long-haired (sheeni"e>>who'd
seen the light.

\f w*^
continued on page 106
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If you're like most mothers who just can't find the time
or the stomach to change baby but refuse to put up
with the constant crying, you'll want new Sparties,
the five-day live-in diaper suit. Sparties are made
from inexpensive miracle fabrics that take all the
mess and bother and free you to do the things you
like. And when the Spartie is filled up, just
simply untie the drawstring, lift baby
out by the neck, and toss the old Spartie
in the trash. Then after you've hosed
down baby, baby is ready for a new
Spartie. And you're ready for an
other week of carefree living. Sparties—it's in the bag.
T/

r
f.

SPARTIES \
the 5-day live-in diaper suit
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IT'S THE LITTLE TABLET
THAT'S BIG MEDICINE.
Mr. Baby can't talk yet, so we some
times don't know why all the whining
and crying. But whatever the reason,
St. Prescrvous tablets can always be
counted on to put an end to it. St.
Preservous is the extra-strength ataractic that knocks Librium out of the
box and Mr. Baby out of his world of
pain, St. Preservous tablets are pink
and come in three different animal
shapes —bunny rabbits, monkeys, and
fish—just the way babies like 'em. They
think it's food and always ask for more
when they come to, so you'll want to
have plenty on hand.

Recommended by
people who've had children.

Formula
If your idea of a blessed event is
a cocktail party in an abandoned
church, you'll want to know about
Formula 747, the all new predissolved, air-activated, egg-flavored,
industrial strength douche. If you
can work a squirt gun, and one
shot is all it takes, you can take
care of that graffiti on your
uterine wall up to four
months later. Formula
747 cleans like a
Vesuvius of wire
brushes, and the
only family way
you'll ever be in
^
is when you
' \
cut in front
of one on
The
your way
industrial
to Palm
Beach.
strength

douche.

Negligent Mother
Well, hello again. Jesus Iced Christ, it's January already. The last thing I seem
to remember was swinging into Thanksgiving and trying to pull myself together
and cook a goddamn turkey to get what's-his-face off my back when Mona
shows up with a Puerto Rican street gang she found so uniquely entractd
she simply couldn't pass them up, and under her arm, and I'm thinking to
myself when I see it, well, bless her darling soul, is a turkey. She struts past
giving one of her butterfly waves and flings it in the oven. Meanwhile, the
P.R. Rainbow Division is wandering all over the place m/ra-m/ra-ing everything
and splitting their pants pockets with the crystal ashtrays which dictates my
next martini to be no parts vermouth and two parts bourbon and I had it half
down when Bozo the clown surfaces from the wonderful world of twenty-fourhour football and corners me with frantic whispers wanting to know what the
hell is up. I tell him that it's Christian Charity Ungirdled Week and say hi to
ail our dinner guests which moves him to run upstairs and lock himself in
the kids' room. Then out comes Mona drinking Manhattans out of a flower
vase, shouting orders for everyone to turn on their little radios for Common
wealth Bandstand. No two of them could find the same station and between
that and the table we broke and the smashed lamp, reenter Mr. Blue. This
time with both'kids clinging toDwaddy's arms and tells me that he thinks it's a
disgrace. I tell him that I know it's a disgrace but what's Thanksgiving without
some wild Indians. That sets a couple of us woo-wooing and hop-stepping out
the front door and that's when I passed out on the lawn. I got in about four
hours before the Roberto Clemente fan club was dumping water on rne and
dragging me to the table for the Mona special. There sat Captain Mitty with the
two kids all in pajamas looking like the Frank family. I poured myself a drink
and decided I'd chew the ice cubes for dinner which was just as well because
Mona doesn't know you have to thaw meat before you cook it. When she went
in with a knife, I thought she hit an artery. The blood came out like spray paint.
Well, I had about had it, so I gave my usual going-to-the-corner-for-a-pack-ofcigarettes chant which Mona thought was a swell idea. She grabbed all the
bottles left and we headed out with Jack Armstrong yelling after me that it's
three in the morning and it's a disgrace. I yelled back that it wasn't a disgrace
anymore because it wasn't Thanksgiving anymore. We all got into their cars
and started toward the park. Juan number one kept making me cognac and
ginger ale while Juan number two kept making Mona wet. When we got near
the zoo, Mona yelled stop and we all piled out. She wanted us to break into
the administration building and screw around with the animals' records. And
that's when it starts to turn to mush. I remember being pushed in a window,
leaving my breakfast in somebody's out box, more blanks, a train ride to
Trenton, New Jersey, waking up in a construction site with my underpants on
backwards, and a fist fight in a Laundromat with a ten-year-old. If more of it
comes to me, I'll let you know. Hope you like the issue.
Pamela BlairStoner
Editor

COMING
NEXT MONTH:
Kicking Guilt Right
through the Baby Gate into the Cellar Where It Belongs
How to Get Big $ You're Not Entitled to from the United Fund
Getting Your Kid into TV Commercials—in Saudi Arabia
Whooping Cranes Are Not Endangered—Just Delicious
Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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FREE
MEDICAL ADVICE
by Dr. Shelby Fountain, D.D.S.

WE
HAND
PRINT
ANYTHING
It's the grooviest, new, where-it'sat, out-of-sight rage-wearing signs
that say what you want them to
say, and not signs that say what
somebody else wants them to say
—because you're in charge this
time. Power to the people. Just tell
us in your own words what mes
sage you want hand-printed and
we take it from there. You just sit
back and relax and we do all the
work, while you take all the credit.
Up to 37 letters, with an additional
charge for printing on both sides.
Send for our free catalogue that
tells our story. Dept. A, Scarsdale,
New York.

Since time began, medical science
has been continually baffled by the
organ we have come to know as the
liver. Is it a muscle? Is it an organ? Is
it permanently fixed or does it float
around? It's quite an interesting study,
and more than a few prominent doc
tors have devoted a great deal of re
search (and won themselves some
Nobel Prizes for their troubles, I might
add) on this indeterminate of the in
nards. We do know this about the
liver, though: If you take it out, the pa
tient will become blind just before he
dies. But we don't know why. What
connection could there be between the
eyesight and the liver? Some doctors
have proposed that there is a connec
tive nerve linking the liver with the
eyes. Other doctors, however, have
dismissed this as a lot of rubbish,
claiming that in all their work with
livers they've never seen anything that
resembles a nerve leading away and

up from the liver. Another thing we
have found about the liver is that if
you leave a piece of masking tape at
tached to it, sew the patient up, and
go in a month later, the masking tape
will be gone. Did the liver consume
it? Again, two schools of thought: yes,
it did, and no, it didn't; the masking
tape simply dropped off and fell down
into the colon somewhere.
A number of readers have ex
pressed to me that they don't really
care what the liver does or does not
do. All they're concerned about is
when the liver, acting on its own, dis
tends, or sticks out, causing an un
sightly bulge above the waistline. To
them, I give this advice: Take your left
hand and with your three longest
fingers, gently push it back in and
then raise your belt line up to block
its reemergence.
Next month we'll be addressing
new Asian strains of mononucleosis.

What to call baby
If your kid still has the aid boring hos
pital name tag of "Infant" or "Baby,"
isn't it about time you had some fun
assigning it a more permanent name?
Well, noui you can, with the help of
1001 FUNNY NAMES FOR BABY, com
piled by renowned comedian Joey
Adams. They range from conventional
funny names like Noodlehead, Ratface,
Stinky, and Drooler, to more imaajnatioe names like No Eyes, Jockstrap, and
Jewboy. And if that isn't enough to
send you reeling, it also contains mathe
matical equations, chemiail formulas,
and football scores that you can name
your child. Pius the never failing initials,
"I.P." Order now (ohile they last and get
in on the fun.

NAMES,

Send check or
money order to:
Joey Adams'
1001 FUNNY
NAMES FOR BABY
P.O. BOX 1001
MIAMI BEACH,
FLA.
Only $7.95

Sometimes we don't always remem knowledge that you took the time
ber to cover electric sockets or lock and care to. have your child fully
up the power tools or _______ —————— insured.
put away the ammonia,
We want you to know
and then, when we least
about us, And we want
expect it, tragedy will
you to tell your friends.
strike.
We're MUTUAL OF
Nothing can ever re
TOYLAND. We've been
place your baby. We
The baby
insuring children since
insurance people.
know that. But you can
1946 and we've never
Because ... accidents
be calmed with the
faulted on a claim.

MUTUAL
OF
TOYLAND
will happen.
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PERSONALITY
OF THE MONTH:
TIPPI DURERY
LOVING IN THE
MOONLIGHT,
LAUGHING IN
THE DAYLIGHT,
HAVING A
WONDERFUL
TIME
M is tor the merriment she's made of. Tippi
Durery with her figure back (above) makes
a final check of the notes before she does
her version of "Heart and Soul" for some
off-camera friends. But (be\ow) in a "be
fore" picture, she is shown in a more
serious mood, expressing an understand
able degree of contempt lor her second
or third child for robbing her of her figure,
which she jokingly refers to as "grand
larceny."

There are no flies on Tippi; rarely
are there even clothes covering her
shapely thighs. Tippi is one of those
few people who give meaning to the
word rompish. From crashing a con
vention of tree surgeons to holing up
with a gang of embezzlers, she's
never at a loss for wringing those few
extra drops from the towel of life.
Mother of two or three children,
Tippi has never been the sedentary
type. She told us, "That isn't me.
That's somebody else. Oh, but I can
be somebody else if I want to be,
though. Like the time 1 dressed up as
a ragpicker and pretended to sell
my first kid to a childless car dealer
for a new Impala. When I thought the
joke had gone on long enough, I went

back to return the car but the guy had
moved. But that wasn't me. That was
me as somebody else because I don't
believe you can put a cheap value,
such as a car, on a human kid."
But life hasn't always been skittles
and beer for Tippi. The ravages of
childbirth left her with a bad case of
personal inflation. It took weeks of
painful sit-ups and dieting until Tippi
was back to her svelte self again.
Misinterpreting the question, "If you
had it to do all over again?" she
snapped back, "I'd do it all over the
mountains and the valleys. I'd do it in
coal shutes and in grain elevators.
And I do."
It's exactly this sort of energy that
Tippi brings to all of her capricious
continued on page 40
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MOMMA DON'T ALLOW.
Hints for home or wherever you hang your hat

I came up with.a neat rap I'd like to
share with anybody who finds her
self in a similar situation. It won't
work (or everybody, but it's worth a
try. The next time you come home at
four in the morning with your blouse
half open, grass stains on your dress,
and your lipstick smeared, and he
wants to know "where the hell you
been," try telling him you were just
raped by men from outer space, [f
he's as dumb as most of the men I
know, not only will he believe it, but
he'll probably wind up giving you a
grand for a special Martian abortion.
But as I said, it might not work for
everybody. Good luck.
Sylvia Schmld
LUCK BE A LADY
A lol of NMs find themselves at their
wit's end when they first start making
book, I know I did, what with all those
little pieces of paper you have to
keep track of and losing half of them.
Well, I found out the best thing to do
is go buy yourself a couple of twentyfive-cent composition notebooks and
keep them right by the telephone.
Clearly label each one with the differ
ent sport and that way you'lf be sure
to pay off the heavy bets as soon as
they come in. And then you won't
have to spend so much time worrying
about having your spine broken be
cause of some stupid lost paper.
Nancy Kagle
DOG DAZE
After I came home from the hospital
with the kid, I couldn't help noticing

that my two wirehaired terriers began
acting very sickly. I brought them to
the vet, but when they were there, they
seemed fine and he couldn't find the
problem. It took me about a month
and a half to figure out what was
wrong with them. It was the odor from
the baby that was making them sick.
If any of you have found this to be a
problem, I've come up with a good
solution. Buy some kitty litter from
the supermarket and mix in a tiny bit
of Clorox and pour it into the baby's
crib. It worked perfectly for me and
now my darling terriers, Mulkie and
Pufkie, are as frisky as ever.
Kathryn Binder
SEW WHAT'S NEW
If you've published one hint about
cleaning stubborn vomited wine
stains out of dresses, you've pub
lished a thousand. And I've come up a
cropper on every last one of them.
I've even tried beating them against
rocks and it's been no use. I don't
doubt for a minute that it might be the
acids in my own stomach that are
setting the stain, but nothing seems to
work. So I've had to come up with
my own solutfon, and this can be add
ed to the list, making it one thousand
and one. I just go to the hem of the
dress and cut off a patch and sew it
over the mess. I admit it's not the
neatest solution, but it's the only one
that works for me.
Jean Dowling
SQUARING OFF
If you leave your kids in the playpen

until they're four or five, and then take
them out, they can only walk two
yards in any one direction before they
take a 90-degree left turn. This may
not actually qualify as a hint, but I
think it's good to know.
Elizabeth Hooper
WE WILL FIGHT THEM ON
THE BEACHES
I've been in therapy for a couple of
years, and though I can't say that the
time has been wasted, 1 feel I spent
much too much of it understanding
my problem and not enough solving
my problem. Which is, that I'm over
whelmed with impersonal liberal
guilt: Vietnam, Hiroshima, Flanders,
all of it. I wasn't getting anywhere.
And then one day I was sitting in the
living room feeling pretty despondent
when I noticed my child. Do you re
member when people used to say that
all babies look like Winston Chur
chill? Well, mine did. I don't know
what came over me, but I jumped up,
grabbed the kid, and began demand
ing to know why he ordered the fire
bombing of Dresden. I spent about a
half-hour screaming at him, berating
him, tossing him around, pleading
with him, and then the whole feeling
passed from me. I was completely at
peace. It was terrific. I can't recom
mend it enough. If your child looks
like Churchill and you have a bone to
pick, don't hold back. It's the best
thing in the world.
Dolores Knapp

L'il Caesar
Military Academy
Since 1957
''Give UK an infant and we'll sive you hack
!i reasonable adult." Coeducational milliary education from grailus pro-nursery
f Imingh college. L'il Caesar Military
Academy is a no-nonsense, eyos front, back
Ntraifflit. stomach In, oliest out education
•\vit!) emphasis on tli<> library sciences and
fciiard duty. L'il Caesar unitary Academy,
f/o Post Office, Wells, Nebraska.

We set up this little demonstration to show
you our Bambee clothes for kids are not that
flammable. This child, modeling from our
Tundra Tog line, has walked quite a distance
along the beach in the blazing hot sun and
is still safe, snug, and free from any flames.

Bambee Clothes for Kids
84 NATIONAL LAMPOON
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FAIRFAX HALL
MILITARY PRISON
FAIRFAX, VIRGINIA
If your little tyke has been naughty and a vrap
on the bottom doesn'l always seem enough, maybe
you should turn him over to us. We're specialists
in tlie field of talking good old common sense into
children. It's never too soon to instill in a child
the values by which our society functions. Our
instructors, or "screws," as we jokingly call them,
give freely of their lime, insuring that each child
gets the individual attention he might require.
We take pride in nipping problems in tlie bud, as
it were. There is great satisfaction in the fact
that not one of our graduates has ever had to be
put in a "real" house of detention. Visiting day
is every third Sunday from 2:00 P.M. to 4:00 P.M.
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Irivialest
by Christopher Cerf and Bill Effros

When it was proposed to include this Watergate
Trivia Test in this issue, several editors of this magazine
objected. They felt that it was time for the National
Lampoon, as a responsible publication, to put Water
gate behind it and get on with the funny business of
America. Some even hinted darkly of a "deal" between
P. J. O'Rourke, the editor of this issue, and Henry
Beard, editor of the Civics issue, to include the test in
January when space limitations made it impossible to
publish it in November. Others said yes, we could print
it, but it would be wrong.
The simple truth is, to proceed in a more serious vein
for a moment, that we decided that the best way to cure
this disease on the body politic, to prevent this—if you
will—clot in the leg of our nation from going to the very
heart of our political system, was to insure that as many

people as possible have learned the lessons of Water
gate, and that the surest method of guaranteeing that
there won't be again a cancer on the Presidency was
through self-examination—by testing ourselves, taking
our lumps, and making a clean breast of it. It was this
compelling argument that convinced P. J. O'Rourke of
the importance of presenting the Watergate Trivia Test
here when space limitations- made it impossible to pub
lish it in November and, frankly, it's just that sort of
wise decision which has clearly earned him the more
prominent place on our masthead which he now holds.
A few notes about the test itself: The answers to each
section appear at the end of the section, printed upside
down; you are on the honor system, and there's no time
like the present to apply the lessons of Watergate. *
* Cheat.

Part I. People
"God bless the blunderers at the Watergate. If they hadn't been so clumsy, America would never
have known this was going on."
George Meany

Can you match each of the descriptions in Column A with the appropriate name from Column B?

Column A

Column B

1. This Congressman killed himself with a twelve-gauge shot
gun after the General Accounting Office revealed CRP con
tributed $25,000 in un reported funds lo his campaign.
&• His only known hobby is taking and showing home movies
of Richard Nixon.
3. Before gaining an important position in the Administration,
he served as a barker on the Jungle Ride at Disneyland.
4. He testified: "I will let the answer stand—whatever it was.'
5. He allegedly manhandled Martha Mitcliell and then held
her down while- a doctor gave her an injection to keep her
from talking.

A. Fred La Rue

B. Richard Moore
C. Alexander Haig
D. H. R. Haldeman
E. Leslie King, Jr.

continued
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continued

6r Gerald Ford was given this name at birili.
7. Pie hired Richard Nixon's nephew and fled to Costa Rica,
8. Before gaining an important position in the Administration,
he owned a gambling casino in Las Vegas.
9. The tap on this Democratic National Committee official's
phone actually worked properly.
10. He was Harry Goldwater, Jr.'s roommate at Staunton
Military Aca'dcmy.
11. He put fonh the "sinister force" theory to explain the
eighieen-and-a-liall'-minuie lape gap.
12. This reporter reu-ivcd ,i derogatory article on lillsberg's
lawyer pri'pared by Howard I hint. and. according to Hunt,
he primed it.

F. John Dean
G. J- F. terllorst
H. Robert Vesco
I. William O. Mills

J. Steve King
K. Ronald Ziegler
L> K. Spencer Oliver

') 7,1 'D 'II M '01 "l '<> :y

Part II. Expletives (Deleted and Undeleted)
"I am very proud that President Elsenhower restored dignity and decency and, frankly, good lan
guage to the conduct of the President of the United States. And I only hope that, should I win this
election, that 1 could approach President Elsenhower in maintaining the dignity of the office, in
seeing to it that whenever any mother or father talks to his child, he can look at the man in the
White House, and whatever he may think of his policies, he will say, 'Well, there is a man who
maintains the kind of standards personally that I would want my child to follow.'"
Richard Nixon

Whom were President Nixon and his associates discussing in the quotations listed in Column A,?
You'll find the answers in Column B.

Column A

Column B

1. Whom did the President, according to The New York Times,
refer to as a "thick-necked mick"?
2. Whom did the President call a "candy-ass"?
3. Whom, according to The New York Times, did the President
refer to as "those Jewboys"?
4. \Vhomdid John Khrluhman label "a sniveling, whining
son-ol-a-biicb"?
5. Who, in the words of Richard M. Nixon, "just kind oi
burbles around. ... He doesn't have his head screwed on"?
6. Whom did the enemies list refer to as "a first class S.O.B.
wheeler-dealer and suspected bagman"?
7. What black member of Congress did the enemies list say
had a "known weakness for white females"?

A- John Conyers
B* Sidney Da vidoit
C. Patrick Gray
D. Herb Klein
E> Gordon Liddy
F. Members of the Securities and Exchange
Commission
G. Hugh Scott

the headquarters of the Democratic National Committee in the Watergate on jTune
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8. Who, to quote Richard Nixon, is an "asshole ... a little nuts,"
and "just isn't well screwed on?"
9. Whom did the President call "a bad man ... a son-of-abitch" whom "we are going to fix"?
10. Who, according to The New York Times, did the President
call "that wop"?

H. George Shultz
I. John Sirica
J. Edward Bennett Williams
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Part III. Spot Quotes
"7 had a little quote in a speech last night that was Teddy Roosevelt's. As you know, I kind of like to
read books. I'm not educated but I do read books. '"
Richard Nixon

In Column A, you'll find ten more-or-less memorable sayings from the annals of the Watergate affair.
Each of the ten people in Column B made one of the statements; it's your task to make the match-ups.

Column A

Column B
A. Alexander Butteifield

1. "I misspoke myself. Some might say I lied."
2. "Let him twist slowly, slowly in the wiiul."
3. "Katie Graham's gonna get her tit caught in a big fat
wringer if that's published."

D. John Ehrlichmaii

Cn Leonard Fircstonc (Ambassador to Belgium,
and President of. the Nixon Foundation)

4. "A third-rale burglary attempt."
5. "I only hope that 1 have not, by my openness and by my
adherence 10 all instructions received to dale, given away
something which tilt- President planned to use at a later date
in support of his position."
O. "Give me back my good name!"
7. "Ken facovone informed me that SS would pay for the in
stallation of the fireplace fan after I informed him that it
definiieiy was plated for security purposes and how would
he like it if yon- know- who was asphixiiitcd [sic] ever be
cause there was a certain wind condition which caused the
draft to come downwards and cause the smoke to come into
the room."
On "Every UTC in the forcsi will fall."
9. (The proposed Nixon Museum will be) ". . . somewhat like
a Disneyland."
10. "H is the captain's job 10 bring (hat ship into port, and J can
assure you that you don't need to worry about my getting
seasick or jumping ship. I am going to si-ay at the helm until
we bring it into port." (Excerpt from an address to the
Seafarers International Union.)

D. Patrick Gray
E. James McCord

F. John Mitchell
G. Richard Nixon

Hi Marilyn Parent (Secretary to Herbert Kalmbach,
Richard Nixon's persona! attorney)
I. Maurice Stans
J. Ronald Ziegler
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continued

Part IV. Code Names and Nicknames
/ was asked to call Mr. O'Brien, using the name of John Rivers. I called Mr. O'Brien, received a very
tart kind of brush-off response.... He showed no interest in any script, players, or any type of message
Anthony T Ulasewic/
that I would give.... I still wanted to get rid of all those cookies, $75} 100."
Column A lists a dozen Watergate related code names and nicknames. Your assignment is to match
each of them with the correct definition from Column B.

Column A

Column B

1. The Beaver Patrol

A. The code name for John Caulficld's proposed Republican
covert intelligence-gathering operation.
B. The Secret Service code name for Betty Ford.
C. The plan under which an undercover CRP agent was
planted as a driver in the Muskie campaign and obtained
confidential documents.
D. Gordon Liddy's inielligence-and-sabolage plan for the 1972
campaign, of which the Watergate break-in was a part.
E. Robert Abplanalp's yacht, upon which President Nixon
loved to go riding.
p. The code name lor Lucianne C. Goldberg, hired by Murray
Chotiner to travel with opposition campaigns posing as a
reporter.
G. John Mitchell
H. The code name used by Dorothy Hunt in connection with
hush money payments.
|, H. R. Haldeman's young staff members.
J. The code name for Robert Greaves, hired by Jeb Magruder
to harass Democratic candidates.

2. The Big Enchilada
3i Chapman's Friend
4. Gemstone
5. Pincushion

6. R«by I
7. Sandweclge
8. Sea Lion II
9. Sedan Chair I
10. The Writer's Wife

H :OI : f '6 -n •« =v m i '
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Part V. Aliases and Noms De Plume
"It didn't dawn on me there was a cover-up going on."

John Ehrlichman

Match the bogus monikers in column A with the names in column B.
The same name may be the answer to more than one question.

Column A

Column B

John Baxter._

John Caulfield

Gordon Davis-

Charles Colson

for

the

Re-election

of

the

President

to

cover
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up

their

involvement

in

the

Robert Dietrich.

Felipe De Diego

Eduardo____

E. Howard Hunt

Edward Hamilton.

G. Gordon Liddy

David St. John__

Donald Segretti

Edward Joseph Warren.

Tony Ulasewicz

H P.IU.WOH SJ3M.SUV

Part VI. Places
"/ see another child. He hears the train go by at night and dreams of faraway places he would like to

so."

**

Richard Nixon

Choose from Column B the phrase that describes each of the ten places listed in Column A.

Column A

Column B

A. Where Tony Ulasewicz secreted a 540,000 cash payment for
Mrs. Dorothy Hunt.
B. Where Howard Hunt visited Dita Beard wearing his famous
The Burning Tree
ill-fitting red wig.
A converted broom closet in the Executive Office Building C. Where John Caulfield promised executive clemency to
James McCord.
D. The country club where Gordon Liddy told Attorney
La Costa
General Richard Kleindienst, on June 17, 1972, that some of
the Watergate burglars might be employed by either CRP
or the White House.
Ei The hotel where H. R. Haldeman, John Ehrlichman, John
A locker at National Airport
Dean, and Richard Moore planned their strategy for

1. The Blue Fountain
2.
3*
4.

5.

restraining the Senate Watergate Committee hearings.
F. Where Richard Nixon most likes to ride in Robert

6. The Mayflower

Abplanalp's yacht.
G. The inn on Route 355, in a phone booth near which James
McCord received phone calls urging him to remain silent.
H. Where most of Nixon's tapes were stored.
I, John Dean testified that he discussed hush money with
Herbert Kalmbach at this hotel, but he really meant a coffee
shop by the same name located in Washington's Statler
Milton.
J. The New Orleans convention center where Richard Nixon
publicly shoved his press secretary, Ronald Ziegler.

7. The Rivergate
8. Rocky Mountain Osteopathic Hospital
9. The Second Overlook

10. The Tuna Tower

•L 'oi io'6 'a '8 :f-i !j-9 ;vs ;a't ; H-£ 'Q-Z : o •
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continued from page 50

and Minoan Crete were the result.
Before long, the grateful citizens of
the Earth were in perpetual commun
ion with these god-like Cythereans.
Acting out of forgiveness and charity
for all humankind, the Cythereans
reinstituted their benevolent rule
over those who once had been their
slaves. In return, all they required
were regular "sacrifices" of gold, cat
tle, agricultural foodstuffs, and nubile
youngsters of both sexes—and this
more as an incentive for Earthians to
increase production, than as any kind
of quid pro quo. What price wisdom
and guidance, after all?
Thus things continued, in a second
long Golden Age (or Bronze Age, if
you will) until the Dorian Greeks be
gan their sabre-rattling again. What
ages-old covetousness impelled these
mix-blooded barbarians down out of
the Danube watershed to rape the
Peloponnesus, sack Crete, and worm
their iron-wielding tentacles into the
soft underbelly of Asia Minor where
the enlightened Achaemenidae were
administering a progressive Cytherean form of government? Why will no
"responsible" historian step forward
and try to seriously explain how the
Greeks should so suddenly appear,
equipped with formidable weapons,
collonaded marble temples, and vast
amphitheaters, if they weren't backed
with you-know-whose fruits of usury?
I wait in vain to hear such explana
tion because any historian who tried
would immediately lose the "respect"
of that academic world which has
such a strange reluctance to holding
classes on Saturday.

Of course, this pesky race could
easily have been annihilated out of
hand by the lordly Cythereans (as
witness Sodom and Gomorrah—an
cient resort cities of the fertile cres
cent comparable to today's American
Catskills or Miami Beach), but the
bonds of consanguinity forbade such
a slaughter. The Dorians were still
part white, remember. The massive
expedition of Persia's Xerxes against
Greece in 480 B.C. was merely organ
ized and led by helicopter-borne
Cytherean field advisors" who re
frained from actively taking part even
when the Greeks treacherously am
bushed the Persians at Marathon and
sabotaged their fleet at Salamis. Xer
xes, then, failed the Cythereans at
the last; but still they remained with
humanity, dispensing counsel and
wisdom until the final destruction of
the Neo-Babylonian Empire by Alex
ander10 the "Great" in 332 B.C.
Wisely it is said, "Beware of Greeks

n Who were the curious "MaunoteH" whom Herod
otus credited with aiding Xerxes' army? The
lode.stono was not to bo discovered for over n
thousand years yet. Must wo meekly nccept the
inaultinft oxnlanation that this is a mere error, in
transliteration?
ln Obviously a legal change of name was effected:
80 NATIONAL LAMPOON

bearing gifts."11 For all their cele
brated "philosophy," the Greeks de
prived humanity of contact with the
Cythereans. Human sacrifice (with
the dismembered "victim," of course,
quickly resuscitated by Cytherean
supersurgeons performing valuable
medical experiments) was consistent
ly neglected by the Greeks. Also, an
old Greek legend had Prometheus
hoaxing Zeus into accepting in sacri
fice only the worthless fat-wrapped
thighbones of cattle, a deception the
Greeks practiced religiously (and
passed off as crown roast in their
ancient Deloscatessens) .With Greeks
in control of the civilized world from
the Nile to the Himalayas, is it any
wonder the offended Cythereans with
drew into the skies again? Aren't
communists just like Greeks? And
didn't the largely Nordic United
States of America withdraw from
Southeast Asia?
But in 60 B.C., of course, the hard
working, patriotic, and orderly Ro
mans appropriated the Seleucid Em
pire from the decadent Macedonians.
This was the signal for the Cythere
ans to resume their visits—giving us
another chance, as it were. This time
they decided to go about things dif
ferently: They would send an agent,
just one man working alone, to teach
us the fundamentals of civilized be
havior. That agent was Jesus.
But why Judea? Here is a mystery
indeed, but not an intractable one.
The Cythereans were just too forgiv
ing and charitable for their own good.
They thought that if the Cytherean
agent named Jesus could bring order
ly, patriotic hard work to the planet's
lowest barbarians—the Jewish race
—then the example would automatic
ally edify all civilized nations.

aggrandizement or for the blood pay
of an international conspiracy too
vast to touch upon here. Socrates was
such a one even if he might have been
Greek. 13 Like Socrates, I anticipate
these blows before they fall! It's ob
vious what happened to Jesus' tele
phone: He left it in the ditch with
His sandals—right where Hans
Schliepmann found if/ 13 Did not
Jesus realize beforehand that he faced
certain death by torture on that fate
ful trek? Well, omniscient as we
would all like our Cytherean hero to
be, the answer is no. Jesus clearly
expected to raise up the whole popu
lation of Jerusalem against the lazy,
evil, and untidy Sanhedrin on His
first day there, as His "putsch" in
the temple signifies. When no rebel
lion coalesced, He was sad and dis
appointed. Perhaps His agony in the
Garden of Gethsemane was an an
guished effort to remember where He
left the phone. The actual seizure and
arrest naturally made Him angry at
the Jews and His perfunctory rail
roading through a "Roman" 14 court
caused Him (not to mention Cythe
rean public opinion) to resent Earthian humanity in general. As a result,
there were the Middle Ages.

witness "Alexander'a" department utoro in Now
York, United States; and wo hnnw who owns the
department stores in tho United States (n.#. ,Borndorf Goodman, Niflman Marcus, H. AKinfin, etc.).
11 Just look what happened to Jncciuolino Onnssin'
flrHl hu.sbiind'a youiiRor brother's son, Teddy I And
you know who runs the Mayo Clinic.

13 Since "Socrates" isn't n Jewish name, he very
likely wasn't Greek nt all.
1:1 Go ahead. Clip-Tip, refute that one.
11 Roman is tho Hebrew word for "truffle" and
Jesus probably misunderstood.

Of course, it was a risky business,
which brings us to that enigmatic
piece of space age hardware from
Hans Schliepmann's excavation. The
answer to the riddle is now perfectly
clear: It was an emergency touchtone phone! Should the Sanhedrin
under Joseph ben Caiaphas (a desper
ate rogue!) actually lay hands on
Jesus, a toll-free call to the Cythere
an rescue squad hovering far above
in an antigravity machine would
bring immediate assistance.
"So what went wrong?" I shall be
asked. At every step in my revolu
tionary ontology I am beset with
trifling queries like this, designed to
undermine my exposition. A seeker
after Truth must be on guard at all
time against the ruses of those who
would discredit him, for their own

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.

Middle of what, that is what I'd
like to know! If they're the last thing
that happened before us, why are
they called "Middle"? What gives?
Where are the Cytherean spacemen,
anyway? Why don't they come back?
And where do you think oil comes
from? How did something so valuable
get way down under the ground like
that? Just because the solar flare cycle
is focusing tremendous energy on the
enormous ruby deposits of the Bolivi
an Andes, forming a giant natural
laser beam to melt the polar ice caps
and make the world get warmer.
Warmer. Getting very warm. Nope...
cooler ... cooler .... You're ice coldl
You'll never find it there! They'll
never find you here! Just tell us where
you got the book and nothing will
happen. Come on, Heeb, who gave it
to you? Give it here, Ikey. You foureyed yid-zos are always reading . . .
always in the house reading. Why
don't you go outside and play sports,
huh? You think you know it all, don't
you? Just because I went to Business
College. Well, you don't! You don't!
You don't! You don't! You don't!
Fucking Kike. When my spaceman
gets back there's gonna be trouble.
Heh-nah, heh-nah, my spaceman's
back! He's kinda big and he's awful
strong. Heh-nah, heh-nah, my space
man's back! D

©1974 Atlantic Recording Corp.
A Division of Warner Communications Inc.

Jerry Goodman (from Chicago,
Illinois) and Jan Hammer (from Prague,
Czechoslovakia) first met, persona ly and
musically, in The Mahavishnu Orchestra.
They played so nicely together that, when
the Orchestra split apart, they continued
to get together to play, just for
&JsD Hammer
the fun of it.
$eChildren
Jerry learned that in
addition to acoustic and
electric keyboards, Jan was
an expert on MoogOberheim Digital Sequencer,
drums, bass and
percussion,
Jan learned that his
buddy Jerry, in addition to being
one of the finest violinists in rock, was
a masterful guitarist, electric rnandolinist,
viola and violow player,
"Why not have some fun and make
a record, just the two of us?" said one to
the other one day.
And you'll never believe what
" happened,

Jerry Goodman & Jan Hammer,
"Like Children," On Nemperor Records,
Distributed by Atlantic Records
Producer Jan Hammer and Jerry Gootfman In association with Ken Snott
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continued /rom page 89

Part VII.
Friends

spondence, all that he con
sidered zvas proper to be turned
over for the purposes of the
trial.
"Then Marshall, sitting as
Chief Justice, ruled for the
President."

U.S.C.

"Nobody is a friend of ours.
Let's face it."
Richard Nixon

This Part of the test is in two
sections, Section 1 and Section
2. In answering questions in
both Sections ] and 2, choose
from among the names listed at
the end of Section 2- The same
name may be, the answer to
more than one question.

Section 1. From Those
Wonderful Folks Who
Bombed Cambodia
"How will it play in Peoriaf
John Ehrlidnmm

"/ can give them a show we can
sell them, just like we were sell
ing Wheaties} on our position."
Jolin Dean

Three key members of the Nixon
Administration worked together at the
J. Waller Thompson agency. Who
were they?

"Every President since
George Washington has trwd
to protect the confidentiality of
Presidential conversations."

U.C.L.A.

Richard Nixon

Choose from this list in answer
ing the questions in Part 1 and
Part 2. Remember, the same
name may be the answer to
more than one question.
A. Hugh Sloaii
B. Gordon Strachan
C. Jcb Magruder
D. H. R. Haldeman

E. Alexander Butterfietd
r. John Dean
H> Donald Segretti
I. John Ehrlichman
J. Richard Kleindienst
K. Dwight Chapin
L. Ronald Ziegler
M. David Young

Part VIII. I Am
the Precedent

Five Watergate figures were classmates
and friends at ihe University of
Southern California: three were class
mates and friends at the University of
California at Los Angeles. Who were
they?

"7 have referred to what I
called the Jefferson Rule . . .
Jefferson, as you know, in that
very, very famous case, had cor
respondence ivhich it was felt
might bear upon the guilt
or innocence of Aaron Burr.
Chief Justice Marshall, sitting
as a Trial Judge, said that Jef
ferson, as President had to turn
over the correspondence. Jef
ferson refused,
"What he did was to turn
over a summary of the corre

94 NATIONAL LAMPOON
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"We had to hire Pinkertons
(for the polling places). There
were questionable things that
seemed to always go on at
U.S.C. elections."
Thomas Hull
Former Dean of Me"

University of Southern California

1. In the case cited by President Nixon,
President Jefferson
A. refused to provide the corre
spondence and instead turned
over a summary of it.
R. offered through his attorney to
let the court or Burr's attorneys
see. the entire original letter and
copy any relevant portions.
2. Chief Justice Marshall
A. sitting as Chief Justice, ruler!

G. Charles Colson

1 '3 '(I
"O'S'n 'z :TM 'u 'i

Section 2.The Old
School Tie

The questions in this section
refer to the two quotations
above.

for the President.
H. never heard the case as Chief
Justice, and there never was any
Supreme Court ruling on the
matter.
3. President Washington
A. protected the confidentiality of
Presidential conversations.
B. in a key test of confidentiality,
permitted one of his Cabinet
officers who had resigned in dis
grace "to publish, without re
serve, any and every private and
confidential Setter I ever wrote
you; nay more: every word I have
ever uttered in your presence,"
and did-so in spite.of the fact
that the letters and conversations
involved dealt with a highly
sensitive and potentially embar
rassing diplomatic policy shift.
a '£ -U'Z :«'
TTIA

Part IX.
Full Court Press
"Even if he were mediocre, there
are a lot of mediocre judges and
people and lawyers, and they are

entitled to a little representa
tion, aren't they? We can't
have all Brandeises, Frankfurt
ers, and Cardozos."
Senator Roman L. Hruska

Following are three questions
which, together with their cor
rect answers, shed interesting
light on former President
Nixon's criteria for selecting
Supreme Court Judges.
1. Who was Nixon talking about when
he said: "I told that group ol' clowns
we had around here, Renchburg
and that group. What's his name?"

5- Former President Richard Nixon
has an intense dislike of ice cubes
with holes in them.
T____F____

8. Gordon Liddy's method of insuring
that an attempted burglary of
George iVIcGovcrn's headquarters
would not be noticed by passersby
was to fire a bullet through a light
in a nearby alleyway.
T____F____

6. Chuck Colson commissioned a firm
to design a ray gun that could erase
the Presidential tapes even as they
sat in their vault.
T____F.___

9. Former President Nixon used to
have the air-conditioning in the
White House turned up to full
capacity so he could have fires in
the fireplaces during the summer
months.
T___F___

The only charitable grant ever
reported by the Nixon Foundation
was a gift to the Smilhsonian Institu
tion so that it might purchase a
portrait of Mr. Nixon.
T____F____

10. During the trial of the Watergate
burglars, James McCord tclccontinued on page 110

Roach
Shirts
reach out and grab ya!

2. Who was Elirlichman talking about
when lie said "Renchquist"?

Roach designs say it like it is.
The colors are bold. The
shirts are American made
and machine washable.
Best of all the price isn't out

3. Who was Nixon talking about when
he said: "One of the finest legal
minds in this whole nation today"?

of reach . . .

how does that grab ya?
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PartX.
True or False
"The best and only answer to a
smear or to an honest mis
understanding of the facts is to
tell the truth."
Ridiard Nixon
Label each of the following
questions true or false:

\rnmi
ypw irj?/ -

1. As part of his effort to cover up the
traces of the Watergate burglary.
Gordon Liddy shredded §100 bills.
T___F___

5011

2. Among the assignments given
"Sedan Chair I" was stealing the
shoes of opposition workers when
they were left in hotel halls 10 be
polished.
T___F___

5014

1'o'j.ai la -Ken
5010

5032
M-664

M-140

M-599

— P. O. Box 182 nip 1 - Worthington, OH 43085

3. During the course of an investiga
tion, Gordon Liddy once locked
himself in the trunk of an auto
mobile.
T___F___

Street

4. Tony Ulasewicv. secretly investigated
the Smothers Brothers.
T___F___
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THANKS R3f? TAKING { ONE CHILD AND
METOTHEMCMES, j ONE ADULT
EDDY/
<^CsXW>?S^... NJ
OK.
UPS AND THEN THERE WERE
THOSEfEDpLE IM BETWEEN
WHO WEREN'T QUITE ONE

ORTHE OTHER. AND WHO
YOU MIGHT,WITH LUCK:
SOMEDAY BECOME ?

LOVE SCENES
SURE BORING, HA/

N\UCH LATER,.

THAT WAS SOME

CHARLOTTE!

THAT WAS NCEOF J YEAH^HE'5

EDDY TO TAKE
YOU

CHARLOTTES
SE^Elre
\OOiEDDV7
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-WHIP AND SPEAKER magazine. October 1974
Why are people talking about Warner Bros. Records' DEEP EAR? Because DEEP EAR is on explosive entertainment
event. . . FOUR SIDES of uncut music by hit artists at the astonishingly low pn'ca of $2,OO I Available ONLY
BY MAIL! In addition to the artists pictured, you'll hear JESSE COLIN YOUNG, LITTLE FEAT, ELVIN BISHOP,
WENDY WALDMAN, JIMMY CLIFF . . . and THIRTEEN OTHERSI Twanty-six selections in all, including material
never before publicly exposed, like Van Dyke Parks' seductive "Come to the Sunshine"! Why does Warners dare to
present this album? Because they think you'll LIKE WHAT YOU HEAR . . . and believe In YOUR FLIGHT to go out
and buy ALL THE RECORDS YOU WANT by these performora after hearing DEEP EARt

FUNKY? MELLOW? OR JUST "A CHEAP WAY FOR MUSIC FREAKS TO GET OF=F"?YOU B£ THE JUDQEt
EVEN IF LISTENERS SEIZE EVERY COPY OF DEEP EAR IN EXISTENCE, WE WILL CONTINUE TO DEFEND
YOUR RIGHT TO HEAR UNCUT SELECTIONS BY HIT ARTISTS AT BELOW-COST PRICES!
Couponi I, trie undersigned, believe that consenting persons should rock out till
they can no longer stand it. I've decided to go off the deep ear and sand for
your 2-record long-playing sampler. I enclose $2.OO, and certify that I am
21 or older or younger.

. Address.

Name.

State.

City _

.Zip.

Mail to; DEEP EAR. c/o Warner Bros. Records (the house of good taata), PO Box
6668, Burbank, Calif. 9151O. Allow 6 weeks for delivery.
Available only in U.S. and Canada
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\ 60S6 AW NOPOfV KNOWS ffUfMS!
• *TEVfi 6XPWIN5 THE COWCIP6NCS
WITH CHARISNG TO JILU.
WELL, IT LOOKS AS
IP
HEW FLAT
TOMORROWl

WE KNOW HOW
HARP IT 10 TO
PINP A PLACE
ON SHORT
NOTICS t

NEXTs MORE NOWAPERRAHT HUMOR

IF YOU HAPPEN TO BE.

A COMIC ARTIST WHO
STUTTERS, YOU MIGHT
WANT TO FUCK UP YOUR

WORK A$ wai_ />6

VDUR SPEECH BY
STUTTERING WHEN YOU
ORAVV.
102 NATIONAL LAMPOON
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APRIL, 1971/ADVENTURE: With Derby Dames on Parade. Tarzan ol !he Cows.
Real Balls magazine, The philosopher Detective, Spoilers, Mexico on 5 Toilets
a Day, and the Corn Flakes parody.
MAY, 197VFUTURE: With The NASA Sulra: A Zero Gravity Sex Manual, Toilets
ol I he Extraterrestrials, Printout, the computer magazine, and The 1905
National Lampoon.
JUNE, 1971/RELIGION: Wllh The Polaroid Print of Dorian Gray, Big Blessings
Bulletin, Qahan Wilson's Holyland, O.D. Heaven, Magic Mads E-2, and a
parody ot The Prophet.
OCTOBER, 1971/flACK TO SCHOOL: With the Mad parody, Rodrigues 1 Hire
the Handicapped, Magical Misery Tour, The Campus War Game, School ol
Hard Sell, and 125th street.
NOVEMBER, 1971/HORHOR: With Dragula, The Phantom ol the Rock Opera,
Sick Jokes of the '70s, Gahan Wilson's Science Fiction Movie Computer, and
The Incredible Shrinking Magazine.
DECEMBER, 1971 /CHRISTMAS: With Jessica Christ. Blind-Date Comics. This
Is Your Life. . . Francis Gary Powers, The Russian Glf! Catalogue, and Edllorlal Fantasies.
JANUARY. 1972/IS NOTHING SACRED? With Son-o'-God Comics, The Viet
namese Baby Book, and TMe Last Really, No Shit Really, The Last Supplement
lo the Whole Earth Catalog.
MARCH, 1972/ESCAPE1 With Hitler in Paradise, She California Supplement,
celebrity suicide notes, the Pap/Won parody, Swan Song of the Open Road,
and doing it with dolphins.
APRIL, 1872/2STH ANNIVERSARY: With the '58 Bulgemoblles, The Playboy
Fallout Shelter, Commie Plot Comics, Frontline Dentists, Third Base, the
Dating Newspaper, and Amos V Andy.
MAY, 1972/MEN! With How to Score with Chicks, The Men's Pages, Geimaltie
Splllalne, Stacked Like Me, Norman the Barbarian, and The Zircon As Big Ag
the Taft.
JUNE, 1972/SCIENCE FICTION: With UFQ, The Flying Saucer Magazine, a
Theodore Sturgeon sci-fi story, Sextraterrestrials, The Last TV Show, Dodosaurs, and Gahan Wilson's Kllk.
JULY, 1872/SURPRISE! With Third World Comics, the Refugee Pages, the
Little Black Book ol chairman Mao, How to Be a He-Man, Sermonette, and
Col. Jingo's Book ol Big Ships.
AUGUST, 1972/THE MIRACLE OF DEMOCRACY: With True Politics magazine,
The Coronation of King Dick, Gahan Wilson's Miracle of Seniority, and Tales
of the South comics.
SEPTEMBER, 1972/BOREDOM: Wllh The Wide World of Meat. Our While
Heritage, Blend Hotel, (he / Chink, National Geographic parody, and the
President's Brother comic.
OCTOBER, 1972/REMEMBER THOSE FABULOUS SIXTIES? Wllh Bob Dylan
and Joan Baez in Zlmmerman comics. Torn WoKe in Watts, and a longsuppressed Rolling Stones album.
NOVEMBER, 1972/DECADENCE: With Sgt. Shriver's Bleeding Hearts Club
Band, Defeat Day, the Meat Chess Sel, the Fetish Supplement, and Adlai
Stevenson In Remnants-of-Olgnity Comics.
DECEMBER, 1972/EASTER: With Son-o'-God comics #2, Chris Miller's Qllt
ol the Magi, Great Moments In Chess, Diplomatic Etiquette, and the Special
Irish Supplement.
JANUARY, 1973/DEATH: Wllh The Adventures of Deadman, Playdead maga
zine, Children's Suicide Letters to Santa, the Last-Aid Kit, plus Bobbie Fisher
Shows You How to Beat Death.

SEPTEMBER, 1973/POSTWAR: With Life parody, Nazi Regalia for Gracious
Living, Whltedove comics, Vichy Supplement, Guerre Magazine, and Military
Trading Cards.
OCTOBER, 1973/BANANA ISSUE. WHAT?: With Saga of the Frozen North, Q.
Gordon Liddy—Agent of C.R.E.E.P., Amtrak Model Train Catalog, Tales of
Nozzlln High School, The Don Juan School of Sorcery, and B. Kllban's Turk.
NOVEMBER, 1973/SPORTS: With Sports Illustrated parody. Character Building
Comics, Doc Feeney's Scrapbook of Sports Oddllles, Specialty Sports Mag
azines. 1976 Olympic Preview, Al "Tantrum" O'Nell's Temper Tips, and
Bat Day.
DECEMBER, 1973/SELF-INDULGENCE: Wilh the National Lampoon Bultdlng,
Our Sunday Comics, Me Magazine, An Anglo-Saxon Christmas, Practical Jokes
for Ihe Very Rich. How Ed Subitzky Spent His Summer, and Poonbnat.
FEBRUARY 1974/STRANGE SEX: With National Lampoot, First Lay Comics,
Marilyn Monroe Calendar, Split Beaver Section, Sex Pornographlcum, Terry
Southern and William Burroughs.
MARCH, 1974/STUPID: With the Stupid Aptitude Test, Kancer Kare Kosmatlcs,
The Stupid Group, and Stupid News & World Report.
APRIL, 1974/TRAVEL: With Gahan Wilson's Paranoid Abroad, Airline Magazine,
Amisti In Space, RMS Tyrannic' Brochure, 148 Countries You Can't Visit, and
Welcome lo Cheeseburg.
MAY, 1974/SOIh ANNIVERSARY: With Son-o'-God Meets Zlmmerman, New
Bulgemoblies, Da Vinci's Notebook Vol. II, Anolher True Western Romance,
Rodriguas' Handicapped Sports, and National Anthems Encores.
JUNE, 1974/FOOD: Wllh The Cooking of Provincial New Jersey, Weighty
Waddlers Magazine. The Joys of Wife-Tasting, Digester's Reader, and A Brief
Guide to America's Top New Eating Spots.
JULY, 1974/DESSERT: With Famine Circle Magazine, Gahan Wilson's Baby
Food, Corporate Farmers' Almanac. Rodrigues' Gaslronomlque Comique, and
Guns and Sandwiches Magazine.
AUGUST, 1974/ISOLATIONISM AND TOOTH CARE: With Agnew's A Very Siz
able Advance, Seed Magazine, Executive Deleted, Soul Drinks, Surprise Poster
#7, and True Menu.
SEPTEMBER, 1974/OLD AGE; Wilh Unexcillng Stories, Rodrigues' Senior Sax,
Old L$dies' Home Journal, and Batfart Comics.
OCTOBER, 1974/PUBESCENCE: With VD Comics, Nancy Drew Meets Pally
Hears!, Masturbation Funnies, and Tampon Period Piece.
NOVEMBER, 1974/C1VICS: With The Rockefeller Art Collection, Prison Farm,
Constitutional Comics, and Watergate Down.
DECEMBER, 1974/THE JOY OF SECTS: With Good Friday the Rabbi Ate Pork.
Protestant Section, The Calholic Sex Index, The Origins of Son-o'-God, and
Stained Glass Windows.

THE NAT IONAL LAW POON
Dept. NL 175, 635 M adison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022
Send me the followir g:
No. of co pie Issue
No. of copies Issue
No. of copies Issue
Apr., 1971
May, 1971
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Mar., 1972
Apr., 1972
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June, 1972
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Aug., 1972

MARCH, ISM/SWEETNESS AND LIGHT: with the National inspirer, the

Young Adorables, My Own Stamp Album, Pharmacopoeia, and Nice Things
About'Nixon.
APRIL, 1973/PREJUDICE: With Anti-Dutch Hate Literature, All In de Fambly,
The Shamo of the North, Profiles in Chopped Liver, Surprise Poster #4, and
Ivory magazine.
MAY, 1973/FRAUD: With the Miracle Monopoly Cheating Kit, Borrow This
Book, The Privileged Individual Income Tax Return, and Gahan Wilson's
Curse of the Mandarin.
JUNE, 1973/VIOLENCE: With the seven Secret Japanese Techniques of Sell
Defense, Kit 'n Kaboodle Comics, Gun Lust Magazine, and Rodrigues'
Hemoph innies.
JULY, 1873/SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: Wllh Popular Workbench, TechnoTactics, Non-Polluting Power Sources, National Science Fair Projects, and
Iti9 Jersey City Exposition of Progress, Industry & Freedom.
AUGUST, 1973/STRANGE BELIEFS: With Psychology Today parody, Son-o'God Comics #3, Gahan Wilson's Strange Beliefs of Children, and Rublngton's
Juzz Against Bunk.
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NEXTt CHINA.
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UVE HOOPLE

Mott the Hoople's first live album.
including:
Recorded during the group's historic Uris Theatre
AIITheWay From Uempliisj'OneOITtie Boys
Roc K -N Ho 11 Ogee n / Walkin g With a Moi
performances in New York and the incomparable Hammer
smith Odeon performances in London.
Featuring thirteen renowned Mott songs—Rock'n'Roll
Queen,""AII the Young Dudes,""Rest in Peace"and"AII the
Way from Memphis,"among others. All put together in a felic
itous mix of in-the-f lesh excitement and on-the-record polish.
"Mott the Hoople Live." A transatlantic triumph.
"Mott the Hoople Live." Their finest hour. On Columbia Records '"and Tapes
AII The Young Dudes

Touring April, May and June 1975
Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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e Church of _Christ__Ao(5?}Kelly: Elliot Footnote
(Henry). A relicountant
poem. Heavy switcheroo.
gious movement whose basic
"The Waste Land" but the
footnotes are the poem and principles are: Bookkeeping by spiritual means
the poem is the footnotes I
than single or
rather
Sean's got Canadian deentry methods, opdouble
frocked worker priest guy
timism in the face of
to hand-set the whole
£. tight money markets, and
thing already ($3000),
&^a belief in God as a unijust like original
I versal, impersonal, infinite Prime Rate. Founded in
1866 by Nicholas Hobbes,
NOT ONLY THE
Mass. actuary
a
TITLE BUT THE
PLAN AND A GOOD (M-P
Beach Party Gang Achieves
DEAL OF THE
Armed Solidarity with the
INCIDENTAL
Oppressed Masses of the
SYMBOLISM WERE Third World. Armed Love at
first sight. How \o stuff
SUGGESTED BY
wild cartridge belt.
a
JESSIE L. WESTON'S
lead, Dad, I'm taking
"Eat
BOOK FROM
the car!" "You can ground
RITUAL TO
me but you can't ground
ROMANCE.1
the revolution."
Petronius, Satyricon, Chapter
Forty-eight2

THE ITALIAN INSCRIPTION TO
EZRA POUND READS
"the better artisan"3
In Oriental literature
Occurs the lilac for
Symbolism sexual,4
And the title, Burial
Of the Dead suggests
Burial mythical,
And ritual
Resurrection of the Gods.
What's more-^—
Note its relationship
To the theme of Part IV.

Emergency Ambience Service
for accidents of taste

$*•)

Fashion Spread on selfmutilation Trim Ygur_Body
to Cut a More Fashionable
Figure. Decuttage, stilletoed heels, finger curls
e PostrTime Adventure
12:35 Bus to Aqueduct
flips upside down on the
Van Wyck Expressway

(G*

(Beard) The Sunshine
Runners delivering cargos
of perfectly legal soft
drinks. They drive at
moderate speeds, during
the daytime
&•>)
Doug's novel Teenage_Com-_
mies From. Outer Space that
he wrote up at Martha's
Vineyard, about alien
spaceports disguised as
Taco stands (T.A.C.O. -see?) We've been stalling
him a long time and parts
of it are, well, "interesting" anyway, sort of.

GENITOMANCIE
Prc/cntmg a Compvlalion of Ancient Documents
A neat this moT"l Venerable Science of
Divvnation. bv the Inspection of

the PCVMC partcs of the
Twavn Sc\cs.

58^S±^
KlMHe*? "" •

/>*/tfU)06vu*'

*(

%*^ *<%%«*>?%
^t^^ ^urtti

CENEROUFI.V M.IUFTR.VTED
•ith Aftrolomk.1 6 Kibbilyflik EnRiiviw

/L ji

Ul . ,ft AAstM 1

ty Dun Ljtvmei.Efq
Publiih dim Mine Eflrclkin
Tunnc BrydftWcllo.LONDON.

1723

Price TliHcPcntc

1. The Waste Land.
2. NAM Sibyllom quidem Cumis egp ipse
oculis meis vidi in ampulla pcndere, et cum il!J
pueri dicerer.t: -i/t/iXXa yi Hi\ea; respotidebat ilia:
3. For Ezra Pound il miglior fabbro.
4. April, due to the germination of Syringa
vulgaris, is a more unpleasant month than the
other eleven (especially considering the combina
tion of this vegetable activity with prevalent
feelings of nostalgic reverie and procrealive urges
plus the usual vernal precipitation raising the
water tables in Northern European areas of
quiescent root systems).

King Solomon,'s _Mimes

frimal Yawn^^H " ,T VTQJ
5.W
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Freeway Urchins (Hendra).
They're "freeway wise,"
sit on the ramp, hang out
at the cloverleaf

<S£)

Ear Porn Quoi?_Magazine
Stripper with earmuffs,
letters about ""blow in the
ear jobs," ads for vibrating Q-tips

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.

they
Bellbuoy House
help provide hearing-ear
dogs to the deaf
Hong Kong Flu. Chinese martial art, secret Oriental
self-defense method of
sneezing in your opponent's face

&
Kraft-Ebbing
(Hendra)

Cheese _spread

Road and Lancaster Street
block associations battle
over urban renewal funds.
Sean says lo_ts of social
comment
"Black Rows" &
"White Rows,"etc. Wants to
work out parallels for
Duke of York claiming
Henry VI's throne and
"Hell's Aged (PJ) Terroriz- York's victory at St.
Albans, Lancaster's vicing the ranchettes of
tory at St. Albans, York's
Demming, New Mexico, on
flight to Ireland, York's
their chopped electric
return to England, Langolf carts, busting up
caster's victory at JWorthbingo games, get red
hampton, York's defeat at
wings for eating steak
while they have their den- Wickfield, the succession
of Edward IV, York's victures in.
tory at Towton, capture of
U.S. Dept. of Health, Edu- Henry VI, Lancaster's defeat at Hexham, York's
cation, and Better fare,
for the rich. Wine stamps. quarrel with Warwick, WarSocial Players fill-in for wick's ransom of Henry,
a fourteenth at dinner and Henry's flight to Flanders, Henry's return to
so forth.
Barnet, Lancaster's rout
The Starkist
a group of at Tewkesbury, Edward V's
murder in the Tower of
international astronauts
London, the Regency of
on a mission in search of
Richard III, Tudor victory
Space Tuna (Hendra)
at Bosworth, and the Coronation of Henry VII except
Last Tupperware Party
with Negro and Italian
(more Hendra)
city councilmen. (Doug
thinks some people might
Last Supperware (still
iiqt get it)
more Hendra)
(K)
wedish Glass C
"Goma Sutra
sex for the
Bricks
fatally ill
&
Garma Sutra
Auto
eroticism
lenry) Lord_of _jbhe
Strange Rye Bead Game 5
Ultimate cult book: Frodo
Glass, sensitive Martian
prep school student,
searches for the meaning
of life in the bombed-out
ruins of Dresden
s~r\

Job Change Operations
you have to go to Omaha
for them
15 Ways to be a More
Gracious Hostage
<0!4>

Know what? Turns out Bruce
McCall writes poetry.

HUMOR, I SAY!
Canto I:
Confoiindments
Just say the word humor.
You touch off a war. Just what did
the Latins invent the word for?
Definitions all differ. Scholars
Collide.
The meaning's all woolly and
Thirty yards wide. For vitreous
humor's
What's inside your eye
And ill-humored
Means some dyspeptic old guy.
You can humor a dolt, you
Can humor a child, while to be in
Good humor means tranquil and
mild.
There's the Good Humor Man, often
Surly and grim.
Humoresque is a tune, a mere
musical
Whim.
While humoral refers to a bodily
humor—
A subject
As fey as a golf-ball-sized tumor.
And how's about humoring1? Though
wretched excess
Is brought
o its climax with humor lessness.

D

Hruska, Stans and Galley
(puppets
get it?)
Lafayette Escablimp (Doug
& PJ). Elite corps of
dirigible pilots in France
during WWI "Bogie at 12
o'clock through about 6 in
the evening" "Oh-oh, it's
Baron von Richthofen and
his Flying Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade!"
War of the Row Houses
Sean's idea for parody of
entire War of the Roses
but set in Baltimore. York

'Who's behind this?"
Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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'YES ART'S NO BULLSHIT* SHIRT OFFER
PLUS 2 FREE POSTERS WITH EACH
ORDER TO OFFSET OUTRAGEOUS
U.S. POSTAGE RATES.

or35mm slide
and we will
blow it up
in full
color on a
quality
t-shirtfor
$7.99.
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Eye
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And that's no shit. We mean just what the headline
says ANY COLOR—GET THAT DUMMY-FULL
COLOR PHOTO OR SLIDE EVEN YOUR OWN
STUPID DRAWING OR DESIGN WILL BE PRINTED
A FULL 8x10 and the shirt is washable (not that we
think you wash your clothes) but it is color fast and
we guarantee it. SPECIAL YOU CAN MAKE ANY
POSTER IN THIS AD INTO A POSTER T-SHIRT FOR
THE SAME PRICE. Jusl send money and the
number o( the poster you want. See simple coupon
below for shirt orders. This exclusive process ot
ours is so great we have been bragging our silly
asses off about i( and oilier companies are drooling
with envy and we don't blame them. Be sure to mark
Size desired on special shirt coupon below. P.S.
This is not an iron-on. Photos are printed right on
fabric. SPECIAL: PHOTO OR POSTER CAN BE
PRINTED ON WHITE PILLOW CASE FOR SAME
PRICE. JUST INDICATE BELOW ON COUPON FOR
PILLOW CASE.
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phoned the Chilean embassy and
requested a visa, because he as
sumed that the embassy's phones
were tapped, and he planned to
file ;t motion calling for clist losurc ol any and all govern
ment wiretaps on his phone in
the hopes that the government
would chop its ease against him
rather than reveal that it tapped
embassy telephones.

SILLY TELLY deccils ding to screen.
Chonge newscasters - politicians - actors MC's - huckslers into a LAFF RfOT m
Oecols include beords - mustaches cigar s - shades - glosses - scors - ond
'MUCH MORE!!! ZANY oncl REUSaSLEU'
SILLY TELLY. PO 80* 7362, Richmond. Va 23221

NOTIONS >M> LOTIONS
LATEX >4ND LEATHER t j
THEPINKPUSSYCAT BOUTIQUE
SEND $4.00 FOR CATALOGUE |
RO.421L-REGOPARK,NY. 11374 .

"Midnight Smoter"
Send for FREE color catalog of
Outrageous Headgear to:
RARE TREASURES Dept. NL
30-30 Northern Blvd.
Long Island City, N.Y. iltOI

AOCft &AUH&

Todd Rimdgren* Climax Blues Band
JethruTuli.nickWakeman.CSN&Y
Chicago-Shanaiia-MottThe Hooplc
Zodiac Sigivs • Fog Hat • Beach Boys
Uriah Heep .Rolling Stones. EL&P
BTO • Checch y Chong. Eric Clapton
Bad Company • Bowie • Edgar Winter
Smoke Columbian • Beatles • Eagles
Black Sabbath* Pink Floyd'Hendrix
Jefferson Starship * George Harrison
Alice Cooper«MoodyBlues* Rung Fu
Elton John*Marx Bros.'Cat Stevens
Grand Funk • The Who • Allman Bros.
Deep Purple • Elvis • Jackson Brown
PLUS MANY MORE-CATALOG 25C

THE'imflUE

LINDA LOVELACE

11* During- one year of his adminis
tration, Richard Nixon met only
once privately with his Secretary
of Defense, Elliot Richardson,
Inn held two personal, private
meetings with a veterinarian
when his dog, King Timahoc,
had marigc.
T ___ F ___
12. After the capture of the Water
gate burglars, Howard Hunt
ordered Alfred Baldwin to re
move the monitoring equipment
from the Howard Johnson ';,
motel across the street from the
Watergate and "take it anywhere
but Mr. McCord's home."
Baldwin then took the equip
ment to McCord's home.
T
F_ ___
~Zl
:3ti.i JL 'oi lamx '6 ^
'..IIU.L •§ JOIUJL 't iai

~L ^
'Z ^

Part XI.
Clearing the Air
"The friendly skies of your
land . . ."

TV Commercial. 1973

while al an L.A Singles bar. I
spotted a vary sexy blonde at the
nest table, being hustled by tour
Sharp looking sluds. They all walked
dajecledly away, muttering "What a
cola bitch." Alter watching ;hern
strike out. I smiled at her and asked
II she wasn't |jred ol the old "bar
scene hassle." Without saying any
thing more, she Invlled hsrsall lo my
(able. An nour later, we were In my
pad making wild love. Even tttojgh
I'm not a wealthy, si«-loot Attonts , I
scored because my savvy and ex
perience provided me exactly Ihe
right words and movas. Now you can learn
and master the Incredibly simple, toot-ptooi
technique I've used to caiquet more than 500 of

America's rrwsl beaulllul numenf
SEDUCTION WITH STYLE:
• Shows you how to pick-up and SCOie on trie sama nlghl!
• Gives you tfozens of lips to polish your slyls and develop
your masculine SBX appeal lo make women lumen (o you!!
> Has separate step-by-slep chapters on hustling In bars —
rasteunmlE — care — planes — loral(jn countries — el your
job — al Ihe beach — at ski resorts — anywhere!!!
• TeaDhBS you how lo handle all lypes of woman — Ihe older
— the younger — Ihe "libber" — the divorce*.
Make 100 women this yea;, or your money back. £.Z. DAN
Mail $8.70 (Check or M.O.] NOW!! lo D&G PRESS, Dept.NL
256 S. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills, Ca. 90211. [CaJlf
residents add Ati t sales tax)
RUSH DELIVERED IN NON-IDE NT IF] ABLE WRAPPER

US) NATIONAL LAMPOON

1. On December 8, 1972, the plane on
which Mrs. Dorothy Hunt was
carrying a purse stuffed with 510,000
worth of S100 bills crashed a mile
and a half short of Chicago's Mid
way Airport. What airline had she
been flying?
A.
It.
C.
1).

American
Braniff
TWA
United

2. Despite the fact that he was forced
to resign as President, Nixon's
appointments secretary, Dwight
Chapin, was able to find an airline
that was willing lo give him a job.
What was that airline?
A.
B.
C.
I).

American
Braniff
TWA
United

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.

3. During the fuel crisis, Richard
Nixon decided to economize by
taking a commercial jet. Which
airline did he happen to choose for
his flight?
A.
It.
C.
D.

American
Braniff
TWA
United

ere -a-z -

Part XII. Blarney
"We all know my father is not
stupid or dishonest."
Tricia Nixon

In this section, you will be
asked to read a short statement
from Richard Nixon's famous
"Checkers" speech of Septem
ber 23, 1952. Alter you have
digested it, answer the two mul
tiple choice questions which
follow. You may refer back to
the statement if you feel that
doing so will help you. Good
luck!!

A. The Statement
"I don't believe that I ought to quit
because I'm not a quitter. And, inci
dentally, Pat's not a quitter. After all,
her name was Patricia Ryan and she
was born on St. Patrick's Day, and you
know the Irish never quit."

B. The Questions
1. Pat Nixon's maiden name was:
A. Patricia Ryan
B. Thehna Catherine Ryan
2. Pal Nixon was born on:
A. March 17
B. March 16

a ~z

Part XIII. Faces
"/ don't knoiv. Am I seeing
something (unintelligible) that
really isn't (unintelligible) or
ami?"
Richard Nixon
White House Transcripts

In each of the questions below,
you will find two pictures and

the names of two people who
appeared before the Senate
Watergate Committee. In each
pair, match the name with the
correct picture.
A. Frederick LaRue
B. Robert Mardian

C. Virgilio Gonzales
D. Frank Sturgis
3.Which three of the following six
Cubans broke into the office of
Dauid lillsbcrg's psychiatrist?
A. Bernard Barker
B. Felipe De Diego
C. Virgilio Gonzales
D. Eugenio Mar tine/
E. Reinaldo Pico
F. Manolo Sanchc/
4.What is the name of the S7 million
housing development that three of
the Cubans—Bernard Barker,
Virgilio Con/ales, and Eugenio
Marline/—are organizing in centra!
Florida?
A. Casa Atlantica
B. Deepdale Estates
C. Guanlanamera
D. Watergate Hills
E. Cuba Libre!

A. Herbert Porter
B, Gordon Strachan

'

5-When asked by the Senate Water
gate Committee about his role in the
burglary, what Cuban testified that
he "wasn't there to think"?
A. Alex Armcndariz
B. Bernard Barker
C. Eugenio Marline/.
D. Frank Sturgis

A. Robert Reisiiei
B. Robert Odle

5.

The undersigned is a male
member of

NOTCHED
CROTCH
in good standing,good sitting
&26otherrecoqfzed positions
NON TRANSFERABLE—————————————

ONE INCH TALL TIE TACK/LAPEL PEN.
CERTIFICATION CARD INCLUDED AS
ABOVE
SOLID STERLING SILVER.I7.SO 2for*14.00

LOST WAX HAND CAST-ALSO WHOLE SALE.
A SPLIT MALE OR FEMALE SIGN TELLS
YOUR FRIENDS THAT YOU NEVER HAVE
TO SAY YOUR SORRY!
IFIRST CLASS POSTAGE 50«
CHECK OR MONY ORDER TO:

Notched Crotch LTD.
Boxtt8277
Stockton Calif. 95204

Cr*tkone: MAIE ^ FEMALE O
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I ADDRESS
ICIT Y

STATE
J

f, 'v 'Z :« 'I
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Part XIV. Know
Your Cubans

YOUR ACT IS
MUSIC...
OUR ACT IS
SAVING YOU
MONEY

"It would have been simpler to
have shot them all."
John Mitchcll

The following five questions
deal with the activities of. the
so-called "Cubans" involved in
various aspects of the Water
gate Affair.
l.On May 26, 1972-thc night the first
Watergate break-in attempt tailed
— this Cuban spent the night in a
stairwell because he and Howard
Hunt were unable to open llie door
that led to the Democratic National
Committee ollices.
A. Bernard Barker
B. Virgilio Gonzales
C. Eugcnio Martiiiez
I>. Reinaldo I'ito

2. The second break-in attempt at the
Watergate failed! because this Cuban
was unable to pick ihe lock on the
door of the Democrat's offices.
A. Bernard Barker
B. Felipe De Diego

HorsesliitWIaaajine, A m erica' s gieat under
ground bestseller. Why haven't you seen
Horscshit Magazine? Because you live in
a censor-ridden country, that's why. Hoiseshit is banned from every library and every
college campus in America. Tliey ivant
bland, inoffensive, [lull magazines, Thai
leaves out Horsesh it. The Offensive Review,
Horseshit is a mauler, the body puncher
among magazines. When it goes after some
one, it comes away with blood on its fists,
Horseshit hammers the military, it's rough
on religion, cruel to women, it mocks the
government, and revels in sex. Adult sex,
laughing sex, real man and woman sex.
Horseshit is a professional magazine, a big
magazine with the most beautiful artwork
in the world. Fantastic drawings, too
graphic for other publications. Make us
prove it!
ALL FOUR ISSUES FOR S50
*»»• rrecCift Hook

Now whether
you play, or lis
ten, or do both,
we can save
you money on
the equipment
you need Ster
eo Discounters,
one
ot
the
largest
audio
mail order firms
in the country.
now has a division specializing in
musical instruments and sound equip
ment Top brand names at low dis
count prices Write today for quotes
on instruments, sound equipment,
audio components and accessories,
as well as one or both of our cata
logues

Stereo Discounters
Name __
Address ..
Cily

Stale

Zi|i

Mail to

STEREO DISCOUNTERS
EQUINE PRODUCTS

Uf!|)l MI
S'A Aytesbury Rd • Tunoiiium. Md 2 I 093

BOX 361-B HERMOSA BEACH, CAt. 90254
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"Cantamps? In Spanish it means "We Sing."
In English, it is the new Poco album, filled with
their legendary vocal style along with steel guitars,
mandolins, banjos and hand-clapping good music.
POCO.

AMERICA'S FIRST AND BEST COUNTRY ROCK BAND
"CANTAMOS."ON EPIC RECORDS AND TAPES

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.

You'd swear it had
101 2'reels and 15ips
Sony's New 3-Head Stereo Cassette Deck.

0.07% wow and
flutter and at 1% ips.

Built-in dual
process Dolby.*
Applies Dolby Noise Reduction
lo both recording and playback
simultaneously for Tape/Source
monitoring with signal-to-noise
ratio of 63db.

Three ferrite heads'.

One ferrite erase head. Two separate
ferrite and ferritc record and playback
heads. Inside: core and pole pieces are
solid ferrite. Outside: another precisely
machined layer of ferrite. Ferrite and
ferrite heads last up to 200 times longer
than standard permalloy. They give you
wider frequency response and dynamic
range and better tapc-to-head contact.
And Sony's exclusive three-head system
provides the added advantage of Tape/
Source monitoring.

© 197-1 SuiJCrscoiJC, Int., SHfi Vincl.ind Avc., SH
Send far free catalog. ~TM Uolby Liil», Inc.

ThcTC-177SD features the same
Closed Loop Dual Capstan Tape Drive
system as Sony's finest rcel-to-rccl
decks. Isolates the tape path in the
tape head area from external vibra
tion and abnormal tape movement.
Eliminates the cause of modulation
distortion and optimizes tape-to-head
contact.

Professional feathertouch relay controls.
Provides smooth, precise and
immediate response for all tape
travel modes.

Mic/Line Mixing.

Previously available in rccl-to-rcel
only. Records two different sources
simultaneously: microphone inputs
and line inputs (receivers, turntables,
other cape decks). Provides precise
fade-in/fade-out and cross-fading
techniques.
The Sony TC-177SD Stereo Cassette
Deck also features separate 3-position
bias and EQ selector switches, peak
limitcr, dual VU meters with LED
peak indicators, memory counter,
stereo headphone monitor jack and
echo capability with the optional
SB-200. This top-of-thc-linc Sony goes
for $699.9.Sat your.Superseopc dealer.

SONY.

Brought to you by SUPERSCQPE

V.illcv. Calif. 9U52. Prit

ubject 10 cli
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I'am'i. fix your nearer Superscopi: dcaier.

_ _
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U^Tareytpn smokers
wouldrather fight than switch!

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
King Size: 20 mg. "tar", 1.3 mg. nicotine;
mm; 19 mg. "tar", 1.4 mg. nicotine; av. per cigarette. FTC Report Oct. 74.
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